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MORE TOWBOATS
)')
10 CXNTS PER WEEK
FOR TENNESSEE
Big Four Tie Company Brings
Two From Missouri
Will Add to -Paducah Fleet and the
Actual Tonnage of This
City.
FutEmEN (a.."r MORE MONEY
Two new towboat, "arrived last
night from the MissOuri river to en
ter the tle business in the Tennessee
river. They are the Thomas H. Den-
ton and the Ida Mack and will be op-
erated by the Big Four Tie company
of Cairo, which is an auxiliary of the
Big Four railroad. Captain E. Scho-
field is in command of the new com-
pany and la unded contract to bring
,5-0,004) ties a month out of the upper
Tennessee river for 5 years. Nine-
teen barges are being built for this
company at Bean Rock On the Ten-
nessee river and Captain Schofield
was looking today at five barges In
the 1°4%31 harbor for immediate use.
Nine of the new barges have been
completed.
All the ties will be unloaded at
Cairo. but while that towu will he the
terminal of the line, Paducah as the
natural gateway to the Tennessee
river will be the real headquarters of
the fleet. In the first place it is a
matchless winter harbor and anchor-
age place in the summer time. Then
owing to the number of tie com-
panies already operating from Padu-
cah, it is the center of labor, white
and colored, in the tie business. En-
bineers, captains, and the entire
crew of a boat could be gotten, here
more easily than at Cairo. Many
„o towboats unload at Joppa half-way to
Cairo, but they come here for their
stares. The benefit of this additional
line of towboats wile be felt almost
solely in this city. Captain Schofield
said this morning that his company 
probably would buy another towboat
within a few weeks, wheal they bad
operated long enough to uellerstand
the needs of the contract.
Paducah, already the largest river
point between Pittsburg and New Or-
leans, will be shoved up anotber
notch above ooniparleon. with the ad-
dition of this fleet. The local branch
of the Marine Engineers' association
Is the largest one on the rivers, and
while other points have many idle
members, every engineer in Paducah
is at work, who wants a position, and
an actual scarcity exists. The Ayer
Lord Tie company yesterday volun-
tarily raited the salaries of its fire-
men $1.0 a month. This unprece-
deeted action was necessary to get
the men. The salary of the chief
engineer on the Pavonla of their
fleet also was raised $1.0 a month -
With mid-summer already here, there
Is MO prospect of any of the towboats
laying up and ouly'extremely low wa-




Whether the citizens of Mechanics-
burg secure *street car service will de-
pend upon the amount of subscrIption
obtained for the bridge that will have
to be erected to span leland creek.
As understood the plan is for a sep-
arate bridge over the creek about a
square distant from the bridge at
Third steeet.
Big Revival at Grahamvele.
Miss Birdie Crow, a noted woman
evangelist, will begin a revival this
evening at the tobacco factory ei
Gerhamville. Already interest. has
been manifested before any meetinga
-have been held and it promises to he




Overcome with the heat while work
log in the field with hay. Bernard
hrooa, a farmer of the Eden's Hill
neighborhood, was in a serious con-
dition for a time. -Mr. Kroose was
in the field workieg, when he became
ill and returned to his home, which
Is on the summit of Eden's hill. He
went to bed and shortly arose to get
mething in the fobm when be fell
the floor OBOODSCIOUS. Hie wife
en.rd the fall and rushed into the
in and found him on the floor
ith the use of restoratives she soon
vived him and today he is improv-
g rapidly.
While working in a hay field at
farm about three miles from the
ty on the Mayfield road. Frank
right, it farmer, was overcome
itte beet ate/Wel-ea efterietern," •
a time was sera:Healy 111. Dr. 11.
Gore, Of Lone Oak altendesi him.
d today he was reeling comfort-
WEATHER POItHCAST.
Local thunder showers tonight and
probably Friday. (aitiler Friday.
Highest temperatuse yesterday, 100;
lowest today, 74.
DISASTROUS FIRE. 4
Valpen, bid., July 11.-Fire
  an unknown cause last
night burned over half the busi-
ness part of the town. The re-
mainder was saved by the heroic
work of citizens, the town hav-
ing BO tire protection.
FINE MAYOR.
Clear Lake, Iowa, July 11.-
Determined to have absolutely a
tight lid in Clear Lake oit Sun-
day, Mayor Yong has prohibit-
ed janitors from ringing church
bells. Many people are opposed
to it and a bitter.Sunday closing
tight is on here. Mayor Young
has been hanged in .effigy.
FIRST ACCIDENT.
Toledo, July 11.-The first
accident of the Glidden automo-
bile tour occurred today when a
car driven by Mr. Otis Cleveland
turned untie six miles west of
Toledo and Mr. and Mrs. Cleve-
land and two others were slight-
ly injured.
SOLDIER KILLED.
Aittions, Pa., July 11.-Pri-
vate Albert Lewis of the Second
regiment, nab killed last night
by falling 50 feet from the (top
of Tunnel Hill to the Reading
railroad tracks. During a rain.
storm Lewis lost his way return-
ing tar camp and fell over .the
cliff.
JEALOUSY.
Buffalo, July 11.- While sit-
ting in front of his saloon this
morning, Peter Forrester was
stabbed to death by George
Hudgeon, who was intoxicated.
Hodgetni then ran into a room
occupied by Maria Smith and
plunged the knife twice into her




al; corn, 57: oats, 48 1-2.
ALTOS KILL TWO IN PITTSIBI
Chauffeur Dies tauter Wrecked Ma-
chine-Street, Sweeper Run Over.
Pittsburg, July 11.-Two persons
were killed by au tennobilers here today
While derneeterating a machine on
the Perrysville road, a few miles out-
side of Allegheny, J. W. Davis, 29
Dawson street, Orafton, was crushed
by the automobile plunging over the
embankment twenty feet high. Two
companions of Davis escaped injury.
Frank Wehrle, a street sweeper,
aged 75 years, died at Mercy hospi-
tal after being run down by an auto-
mobile.
MINNESOTA WHEAT
Ilanitionneed Safe fly State Entemolo-
glet-"Green Bugg" Too hate.
Minneapolis, Minn.. July 11.--- F.
L. Washburn, state entomologisewho
announced that one of his field work-
ers had found the genuine green bug
in the Southern Minnesota wheat
fielda today stated as a result of fur-
ther investigation, that the insects
have made their appearance too late
to do the crop any damage.
Boide‘lne Mae Drowns.
Ed Atkins, 28 years °A, of
Boydsvilie. was drowned in a creek
near his home Sunday evening. He
and several friends were in a swim-
ming race when some of the party
noticed that his bead was under
the water, when they reached him
he was dead. It is supposed that It
was caused by heart failure. He
leaves a wife and four children. He
was a brother-in-law of Clifford Mor-
ris, formerly of this place.
Plan to Unite Tobacco Growers.
An effort Is to be made to unite
the tobacco growers of both the bur-
ley and dark districts of Kentucky
into one organization, to be known
as the Kentucky Society of Tobacco
Growers. A meeting for that purpose
ValArraTt ia-rastrrigneisi5.1.711-.
It is stated that 1110 men, represent-
tag between tB and 409 countteet in
the state, have stirefied their Inten-
tion to be present.
REIGN OF TERROR
TO BE PLANNED
Great Meeting of Reds to be
Held in London
Italian Noblewoman Faints and Falls
Into Caeket With Lover, Where
She Dies.
SEAR(411 ENDS AT THE TOMB
London, July 11.-English soil is
to offer a refuge for Russian Nihil-
ists, and Anarchists who are to elan
for the assassination of ,Russian offi-
cials. A monster convention of Reds
will be held in London next month to
plan for the resumption of a Russian
reign of terror. It is doubtful If ever
more murders were planned at one
meeting than will be determined on
at this conference.
Sealed in Tomb.
Florence, Italy, July 11.-Search
for the Marchioness Magdalene Cas-
teller°, member of the Italian nobil
ity, ended today beside a grave. The
marchioness was entombed alive with
a corpse, the body being found in the
coffin of Signor Rossi. It is pre-
sumed she visited the cemetery to
pray at the grave of her dead sweet-
heart and wandered by mistake into
the vault, where•Roael's body lay.
She fainted and fell into a casket.
Attendants presumably clamped the
lid on the casket in the darkness and




J. Legate, of Farmington.
Loses Seven Hundred Gal-
:0ns Well Aged Grape Juice
and Large Building
SOMEONE WAS STEALING WINE.
Mayfield, Ky., Ally 11.-(Special)
--While some sneak thief was steal-
ing wine, it is believed, from the
warehouse of J. J. Legate, at Farm-
ington, last night, he accidentally set
fire to the frame structure and it was
reduced to ashes, entailing a lose of
more than 112,00.0. The ineurance
amounts to $1,200.
The warehouse contained 22 bar-
rels, with approximately 700 gallons
of grape wine, from four to eight
years old. The fire took place short-
ly after midnight, and the wine add-
ed to the tisanes, so that all efforts to
stay them were unava1ling.4
Mee Stephens; Dies.
Benton, Ky., July 11 -(Spectal)
-Mrs. Kate Whittemore Stephens
died last evenine., and the funeral
took place this mornihg, a large con-
course of friends attending the ser-
vices and burial
MECHANICSBURG PEOPLE
WILL HFAAP BUILD BRIDGE
Subscriptions being raised in Me-
ehanicsburg, it Is learned, are for the
purpose of aiding in the construction
of a bridge over Island. Creek near
the Fourth street bridge, for a fine of
the Paducah Traction company, citi-
zens and the street railway company
sharing the expense. Several thousand
dollars have already been subscribed.
THOUSANDS ATTENDING
COLORED S. S. PICNIC.
Nearly 1.041.0 people are otit on the
Sundae school picnic given by the
colored people of Burk's chapel, Bea-
th apd Ohio streets, at Oates, a
station on tee Nashville, Chattanooga
& Bt. Louis railroad. 8 miles from
the city. It Is the anneal picnic giv-
en each year, and one of the most
successful yet.
$100,000,000 Savings Deportee.
New York, Jtily 11.--At the close
of business today the deposits in the
Flowery Savings bank reached a total
of $1410,000,006. a howing uterre-
eedeuted in the history of saving*
beaks and one never before seethed




"KING FULL ON DEUCES.*
-Callahan in St. Paul P,onee! Prima.
+r"011e.#1".1111e.ell'illinwell1e++11""ella.110•"\wellell'iollems.114,
A Netes.Dernocrat Sidelight?
It is well known to every Paducah- by when in
an that when the News-Democrat
Warmly espouses anr cause editorial-
:y It is in the interest of some pri-
vate enterprise of persons associated
with that naive periodical: but until
yesterday it was never known that
the paper takes sufficient interest in
the financial welfare of its employes
to devote considerably more than a
column of space and two editorial
leaders to the mere acqtesition of
some out-of-town correrpcndence.
Arthur E. Bailey. is a reporter for
the News-Democrat, and the letter to
the Courier-Journal, which follows,
was written under a News-Democrat
letter head .July 8. the day the edito-
rial appeared, and it was mailed to
the correspondent of the paper in
this city,eWith the indorsement across
its face with which the quotation
opens.




Dear Sir:-I enclose you today's
leading editorial In the News-Demo-
crat, which explains itself. Truly.
ARTHUR E. BATLEY.
"Correspondents of the various met
ropolitan newspapers have it In their
power to do a community or a per-
son great good or neat injury. Often
through inexperienre or perhaps per-
sonal spite on the part of the corres-
fact the entire fault
with the correspondent.
the streets and roads are as dusty as
ever. Mayfield had a good rain and
while Viola a few miles this side of
Mayfield, was soaked. From reports
the rain was a general one, but Padu-
cah was not -remembered in the down
lies pour. Farmers in Graves county are
jubiliant as the crepe had -begun to
show the results of the severe heat"We do not know who .s the local
sad dryness.
representative of the Courier-Animal.
but if the following item appearing in
recent issue of that paper under aa
icE wAGoN mEN
Paducah date line is a sample of his
work it does not tefiect much credit
on the writer as our giving much heed
to either accuracy or truthfulness
A member of the school board
stated to the News-Democrat this
Morning that aside from the state-
ment regarding Col. Potter's election
there was no other true statement
made in the article. While not direct-
ly saying so the inference is left that
the resignations made were on ac-
count of the election of Prof. Carna-
gey as superintendent. Owing to the
wide circulation of the Courier-Jour-
nal this small news item is apt to do
Prof. Carnagey great injustice and R-
ig in defense of him that this correc-
tion Is made.
Prof. Carnagey's election met 'With
the highest approval of not only the
board but of the general Public.
Especially was this true after his visit
to Paducah and his apparent fatness
for the posit ion wait made manifestao
all Who came in ntact with the
scholarly man and splendid gentle-
man who has been chosen as the su-
perintendent of Paducaa's schools.
Such misleading statements as
made by the Courier-Journal's local
correspondent do Prof. Oarnagey a
pendent "specials" appear in daily great injustice and the News•Detno-
papers that bring a measure of ceselerat deem* It but due him to Make
sure on the paper giving them public- this statement in his behalf.
COAL SHIPMENTS
TO PHILIPPINES
Said That The United States
Is Ordering Welsh Steam
Product With Provision For
Immediate Delivery
SIGNIFIt '1\1 to ENGLAND.
London 'July 11.--elaXtensive emer-
gency orient of Weith steam coal
to be sent to the Millippines were
Placed by the United States, accord-
ing to the Central Nees. Extreme
significance is attached to that action
In view of the cent's! status of the
dispnte between the United States
and Japan. Orders, It Is stated, call
for shipment of Mane tons of rote
immediately.
------------------, Captain Bally Smith will tithe the
Comnialadery Knights Templer, today pan-.3
ilaktesa, July. 11. ---The Grand, big
Castalla ilatitelmy with all the
on an Inspertlob trip to the
men in the Ayer-i.ord Tie cont-
selected Chicago als the piece For the Tennessee river as far tra aithettie
trleaedal ()cedars to 1910. 41000111 Deb Mason wilj ba.401.I., neer.
BEAUTIFUL RAIN
VISIT'S PADUCAH
Graves and Other Adjoining
Connties Got Theirs Ahead
of Time, But This Storm
Came Across River
CORN AND PEOPLE ARE GLAD.
Rahe
Beautiful pearly drops fell out of
a cloudy sky, that hid the limning
sue this afternoon, and sweltering
humanity that had revived sufficient-
ly last night under the influence Of a
goodly breeze to appreciate additional
comfort!, today, took courage.
It follows the hottest. spell In three
years, anal the corp and other farm
products are greatly in need of it.
The rain came via Brookpert about
t o'clock and a half ineur _later reach-
ed this cite.
Rain Is Graves.
Rein fell around Padueah late yea.
terday afternoon', but none hero and
TURN BRIGANDS
Citizens Complain That Driv-
ers Overcharge and the
Dealers Discharge Men Who
Are Guilty
ICE EAMON COMES TO AN MD.
Ice wagon drivers, taking advant-
age of the famine, in some instances
have acted like brigands and over-
charged for short weights. Reports
of extortion met with drastic remedy
on the pert of the two Ice companies.
'Wes Flowers diecharged four of his
men, and G. W. Robertson is adver-
tising, asking the customers to report
the name of the driver and number
of the wagon, whenever a charge of
more than forty (*.nee, is made.
One firm has even offered any cue-
tomer, who will reporj „a case, of ex-
tortion, free ice for a year: not. in a
spirit of boastfulness, but to encour-
age people to report such conduct.
The famine came to an end yester-
day and today wagons are making
their usual rounds on time anti with
plenty of ice. s
WIND WRECKS JEWISH TEMPLE.
Lives tif Fifty People Are Endangered
, When Structure Collapses.
Atlanta, Ga.. July 11.- -Beth Israel
Temple was badly damaged this after
noon anti the lives of sonic fifty peo-
ple in the basement endangered when
the structure collapsed. A large
crowd of Jews had collected for the
corner stone exercise*. An electrical
storm came up and the spectators
sought shelter In the church base-
ment and In neighboring houses
With a mighty sweep the wind tore
the frame-work, tossing it to the
ground and in some cases heaving it
through the floor into the basement.
SULTAN TO MARCH
Applaud Hainan To Iteriene Comman-
der of His Body Guard.
Tangier, July 11.--- It Is declared
that the Sultan of Morocco is deeply
incensed at the recent capture, b3
the bandit Result, of Caid Sir Harry
Mac Lean, commander of his body
MOYER ON STAND
IN HAYWOOD CASE
Testifies to Connection With
Miner's Federation
Contradicts Statements of Orchard
and Explains Relations lieteeen
Witness and Himself.
NLANY MESSAGES MENTIONED.
Boise, July 1 1.-Cross-examination
of Charles Moyer was continued in
the Haywood trial today. The de,
tense is jubilant today over the ef-
fect of Moyer's appearaace on the
stand yesterday. Prosecution con-
cedes witness favorably impressed
the jury and court.
Charles H. Moyer, beeriest making
a positive denial of all the crimes at-
tributed to him and the other feder-
ation leaders, by Orchard, offered an
explanation of the uneolicited appear-
ance of the .Western Federation of
Miners as defendants of Orchard im-
mediately after his arrest at Cald-
well for the murder of Steunenberg.
Moyer swore that it was Jack Simp
kins who engaged Attorney Miller at
Spokane to go to Caldwell to repre-
sent Orchard, then known as Thomas
Hogan, and that fit was at the re-
quest of Simpkins that the witness
and Haywood subsequently advanced
$1,500 from the funds of the federa-
tion to meet the expense of defend-
ing Orchard., At various stages of
the recital the defense offered in evi-
dence a number of documents includ-
irrg a heretofore undisclosed cipher
telegram which Simpkins sent to fed-
eration headquarters and the union
at Silver City, Idaho, covering moves
to protect the faderation which was
charged with the crime a few days
after it occurred.
Moyer began by saying he got his
first knowledge of the crime from
Denver newspapers and that on the
evening of January 4, five days after
the crime, a telegram in the federa-
tion's cipher-a code in which cer-
tain numerals represented the alpha-
bet and published in the ritual of the
organization which was used to trans-
mit the password to total unionise--
came to Haywood from Spokane. it
was long and the translation was dif-
ficult and uncertain, but he and Hay-
wood figured next day it was signed
by Simpkins and read: "Cannot get
lawyer to defend Hogan. Answer."
Moyer testified that he was suspic-
ious about the tneseage, the news-
papers having already charged the
crime up to tbe federation and that
ltie decided to consult John Murphy,general counsel for the federation,
before he took any stele
Moyer said that he left for Chicago
that afternoon but that Haywood
took the matter up and opened eihi-
munication with the union at Silver
City and made arrangements to en-
gage Attorney Nugent to look after
the interests of the federation and
defend Orchard if neeeeirary. Denman
produced copies of this correspond-
ence and all of it was read into the
reaped.
Continuing, Moyer said Miller came
to Denver about the first of the fol-
lowing month, bringing with him the
record of Orchard's preliminary hear
Ing. Miller went to Denver at the
suggestion of Simpkins. 90 the wit-
ness testified, and brought a request
from Simpkins that the federatkan
(Continued on page le
MANDAMUS IN SCHMITZ CASE
--
Inward From Court of Appeal.'
Against Judge Dunne.
San Franciseo, July 11.- This dis-
trict court of appeals this afternoon
grate d a writ Orwandainus against
Judge Dunne commanding him im-
mediately to fix a date for settlement
and to Wee the bills of exception in
the Schmitz case or show cause way
he has not done so. The writ Is re-
turnable on the 12th.
Shoes Torn Off By Lightning:,
Richmond, Ky., Jtey 11.- During
a severe electrical storm last night,
old Aunt Ida Reed, sitting in her
cabin door, at Waco, was struck by
lightning. Both shoes were torn from
her feet, but she was unhurt.
STRIKE MONDAY
IF NO AGREEMENT
Chirtago, July 11.--Operatore in
Chicago have announced their readi-
ness to desert their keys next Monday
unless Labor Commissioner Neill wee.
eeede In effecting a eomprontles with
(he telegraph companies before that
guard, to whom he was lereatta-arr-latrneaaalendere fleet/tee further delay
tached. The Sultan le preparing e In the strike program wilenot he tots
march personally against Ratsuleand striated.
in view of this proposed expedition.
extensive farces have been assembled John M. Harper has been appoints
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GIRL SNEEZES AND CAUSF14
HER BACKBONE TO CRAC
Los Angeles, Cal., July 11.-Miss
Maude Warmington, No. 1348 Fig-
ueroa street, sneezed her backbone
Out of joint.
She disarticulated the lumbar ver-
tebrae by the violence of her sneeze,
and heard the joints pop out of po-
/Rion.
It was just a simple, everyday sort
of a sneeze that did the damage, a
sneeze that should have been mildly
enjoyable, hut it has kept Miss
Wartnireften n a watt. of excessive
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schruaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete stock of
dowers and plants in the city.
Fre• delivery to any










speaking of cigars made in
Poducah, we believe we have
in the '222," "4-11-44" and
"7-11" the best five cent
eirars you can find anywhere.
They are made by skillful
union men, of selected ma-
terials, and are kept :n per-
fect condition in our specially
constructed humidors. When
we say that, we have done
our hest in an ad-but you
ought to try a few of the
cigars; that's the true test.
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.




pain for three days, and has made
er very much afraid of indulging
again in what has proved such an
expensive luxury.
As the titillation of the sneeze
'reached its emphatic degree, Miss
Warmington was convulsed for a
moment by the effort, and as she
ker-ker-achewed, she heard a sharp
snap about her person, and the next
Instant was overwhelmed with pain
and realized that something serious
had happened to her spinal column.
She became prostrated at once
and could hardly- summon help. Aid
was sent for to the California Hos-
pital, and a physician, after a hasty
examination, saw the trouble, and
by a painful but not serious process
replaced the rebellious vertebrae.
The young woman is now said to be
all right, but was advised to avoid
catching any more influenzas.
Medical men generally say that it
is the first instance of a sneeze pro-
ducing such a serious result. Dislo-
cations of the vertebrae are not at
all common in medical practice, oc-
curring only occasionally from vio-
lent causes.
Miss Warmington, who is a very
pretty woman, is now entirely recov-
ered, but her suffering until the dis-
location was corrected was agoniz-
ing, as it affected her entire nervous
system, and. especially the acutely
susceptible sciatic nerve. The pain
was described as being almost as
intense in every portion of her body
U s it was in the seat of the injury,
and her endurance would have been
exhausted if proper aid had not been
provided just when it was,
Vienna's Look Ahead. 4
Statisticians declare that in 195.0
Vienna will have a population of 4.-
00.0.000. The city council, looking
far ahead, is already considering how
best to preserve for the coming gen-
erstions a goodly supply of open air
spaces. It is proposed to surround
the city with a broad girdle of forest
lands and meadows, a somewhat am-
bitious project. which it is estimated
would cost 50.400.100 kronen, or
more than C2,000,0040. The Austrian
capital is already unusually well fur-
nished with public parks and gardens
in the midst of the city, to say noth-
ing of the magnificent expense of the
Prater, with its miles of avenues and
walks stretching down to the main
stream of the Damitie.--Pall Mall
Gazette.
"I am thinking seriously of mar-
rying," said WWI 1tr0111Milld, "and
you'll be glad to hear that I'm now
on my way to speak to your father."
"But," protested young Lightwate.
"P* is already married."- Pick
Me Pp..
When a woman axles your advire.
fled out what she wanks IA 11 Mir%
thouAdviet• that,
.1•••••




Mangum Ledge, I. 0. 0. F., and Red
Men Will Distal' New Officer?.
This Week.
The Leatherworkers' union last
night installed the following officers
for six months: President, R. M.
Miles; vice president, 011ie Allen;
secretary-treasurer, A. C. Mayer; re-
cording eeeretary, Louis Peeplee;
chaplain, H. M. Gregory; guard,
Charles Zeise; marshal, R. M. Mar-
tin; trustees, John Sanders, 011ie Al-
len and Albert Ftomble.
Delegates to Central Labor union:
D. B. Hotchkiss and R. M. Miles.
Lodges.
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows, will
install °Moors this evening.









Evansville   9.9
Florence  1.7
Johnsonville   4.3
Louisville   5.9
Mt. Carmel  3.0
Nashville ......  7.8
Pittsburg ......  6.2
St. Louis 20.4























James Stewart, chief engineer on
the W. W. O'Neal, a combine tow-
boat, fell in an open manhole in Cin-
cinnati and his neck was broken. His
body was returned yesterday to his
home in Cairo for burial.
Captain .1. B. Flash, business
manager of the Marine Engineers' as-
sociation, is being urged by the New
Orleans association to make them a
visit. W. F. Yates, the national
president, will go to the Pacific coast
August 1 and from there will go to
New Orleans September 1. Captain
Flach will meet Mr. Yates in New
Orleans in September and together
they will make a trip in the rivers.
coming to Paducah: Captain flach
has not decided on going to New Or-
leans at this time.
The New Era showboat is coming
down the Ohio river and will be in
Paducah probably Friday or Satur-
day. Another showboat is a day be-
hind the New Era Paducah has
been vtsited by more this season than
in many years.
The Blue Spot took on coal and
stores this morning and left at noon
for the Cumberland river after ties
for the Holcomb-Hayes company.
The Scotia is at Cairo unloading a
load of ties.
The Dick Fowler will unload into
Cairo today fifteen of Paducah's most
charming young women, who made
the trip down today.
The T. H. Davis came up from
Joppa last night after ties and went
back down today. The Davis is one
towboats thatof the beet looking
comes to paducah.
The Ayer-Lord Tie company sent
out the Pavonia to the Tennessee
river today after ties.
The Peters Lee arrived at 2 o'clock
this afternoon with every cabin taken
and the passengers walked over the
business section streets until the boat
left for Cincinnati.
The fail in the river here in the
last 24 hours was .2 the stage this
morning being 10.5. On July 11 last
year the stage was 6.7. Business at
the wharf Is satisfactory.
The Kentucky will arrive tonight
from the Tennessee river and be here
until Saturday evening when the stem
will be pointed to that stream again.
The Saltillo will arrive this even-
ing from St. Louie on the up trip to
the Tennessee river.
Evansville was well represented
In the passengers who arrived on the
John S. Hopkins this morning. That
Packet left at noon for the return
trip.
The Katharine passed up from
Cairo last night going to the spar
mines on the Ohio river after a tow.
The Katharine belongs to the unique
class of boats, with only one smoke-
stack.
The Georgia Lee will pass down
Saturday from Cincinnati for Mem-
ph is.
The Reaper, of the West Ken-
tucky Coal z.sompany wee duo today
from the ,Miseiseippi river with emp-
ties,
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at 'Evansville will prob-
ably rise slightly tonight. At Mt.
Vernon not tnuch- change during the
next 24 hours. At Paducah and
Cairo will continue falling during the
next two days.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
the mouth, will probably •-cootinue
failin gslowly during the next 24
hours.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to above Cairo. not much
change during the next 24 hours.
Pale Delicate Women and Olds.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
IX CHILI, TONIC drives nut. ma-
laria and builds up the sytem. For
grown people and children, Stk.. 6
To lute tradition Is to Built ituth.
HEAT VICTIMS
ARE RECOVERING FROM EPFFAITti
OF SUN'S RAYS,
Russell Sexton, Sign Writer, Falls Off
ladder; Ben Harper Some
Better.
1
Russeli Sexton, the well known
sign writer, was overcome with heat
at Sixteenth and Madison streets,
last evening and fell off his ladder.
He was carried to his home, where he
is recovering.
Ben Harper, the sawmill hand,
who was overcome yesterday at
Third street and Kentucky avenue,
is improving at Riverside hospital.




Brooklyn  1 6 1
Chicago  0 3 0
Batteries -- Scanlon and Bergen;
Pfeister, Brown and Moran.
R H E
New York  7 15 0
St. Louis  1 6 1
Batteries - Ames and Bowerman;
Fronune, McGlynn and Marshall,
R H E
Boston  5 9 2
Cincinnati ...... ....;  4 13 0
Batteries- Boultes and Needham;
Weimer, Smith and Schlel. •
R HE
Philadelphia   3 5 1
Pittsburg  2 5 2




Detroit  9 15 2
New York  4 6 2
Batteries - Donovan and Archer:
Newton, Moore and Thomas.
RHE
Cleveland   0 2 2
Boston 5 9 1
Batteries - Hess, Llebhardt and
Bemis; Winters and Shaw.
Second game,
R 11 E
Cleveland  2 5 0
Boston  0 5 2
Batteries-Joss and Clarke; Young
and Shaw.
R H E
Chicago  1 4 2
Philadelphia   2 9 1
Batteries- Walsh and McFarland;
Plank and Powers.
To Balance.
For more than a week the teacher
had been giving lessons on the dog,
and so when the inspector came down
and chose that very subject there
seemed to be every prospect of the
class distinguishing. itself on bril-
liant essays about our canine friend.
Things were progressing quite satis-
A BALD NEWSPAPER MAN.
Getting a New Crop of Hair, and Has
No More Dandruff.
Everybody in the Northwest knows
Col. Daniel Searles, the veteran
journaltst and publicist of Butte.
Jan. 10, 1900, the Colonel writes: "I
used a couple bottles of Newbro's
Herpicide with marvelous results.
The dandruff disappeared; a new
crop of hair has taken root, and the
bald spot is rapidly being covered.-
lierpicide is the only hair preparation
that kills the dandruff germ that digs
up the scalp in scales as it burrows
its way to the root of the hair, where
it destroys the vitality Of the hair,
causing the hair to fall out. Kill the
dandruff germ, with Heepicide. Sold
by leading druggists. Two sizes, 50c
and $I, Send. 10c. In stamps for
Sample to The HerpicidwOo., Detroit,




For more than forty years S. S. S. has worn the crown ofpublic approval and has been recognized as the King of Blood,Purifiers. It has demonstrated its ability to CURE inthousands upon thousands of cases of blood and skin diseasesuntil it is regarded today as the most reliable and safest of all'blood medicines.
Pure blood means strong, vigorous bodies, well nourishedsystems, steady nerves, and all the machinery of life working in'harmony with nature-,-thus insuring perfect health. Impure or -diseased blood means theOpposite of all this; any impurity, humor or poison in this vital fluid acts injuriously outhe system and affects the-.general health. Pustular eruptions
' 
pimples, rashes and thevarious skin affections show that the blood is in a feverish and diseased condition, as thei-esult of too much acid or the presence of some irritating humor. Chronic Sores and'Ulcers are the result of morbid, unhealthy matter in the blood, while Rheumatism, Catarrh,Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all deep-seated blood disorders that continue togrow worse as long as the poisons which produce them remain in the blood.All blood troubles are not acquired.
Through the blood disease germs are trans-
mitted from one generation to another. Par-
ents hand down a tainted circulation to their '
children, and we see its effects manifested in
various ways. The skin has a waxy, pallid
appearance, the eyes are often weak, glands
of the neck enlarged, and, as the taint has
been in the blood since birth, the entire health
is usually affected, and the system weakened
from want of nourishing health-giving blood.
In all blood troubles S. S. S. has proven itself "Th. King of Blood Puriflors.'"----It goes down into the circulation and removes all poisons, humors, waste or foreign matter,and makes this life-stream pure and health-sustaining. Nothing reaches inherited bloodtroubles like S. S. S.; it removes every particle of the taint, purifies and strengthens theweak, deteriorated blood, supplies it with the healthful properties it needs and establishes
the foundation for good health. As a tonic
S. S. S. has no equal, and it will be found es-
pecially bracing to weak, anaemic persons.
One of the greatest points in favor of S. S. S.
is that it is purely vegetable, made from nature's
healing, cleansing, health-producing loots, herbs
and barks. It is the one medicine that may be
taken with absolute safety by the youngest
child or the oldest member of the family.
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, SkinDiseases, Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, and all other blood troubles are cured perma-nently by S. S. S., and so thorough is the cleansing of the blood that no trace of the diseaseis left to break out in future years, or to be transmitted to offspring. If your blood is outof order begin the use of S. S. S., The King of Blood Purifiers, and restore this vital fluidto its normal healthy condition, and enjoy the blessing of good health. Book on the bloodand any special medical advice desired will be furnished free of charge to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
• • •
PURELY VEGETABLE
THOROUGHLY TESTED IN HER FAMILY.
, S. S. S. has been used extensively in our family,given to both young and old, and always with the bestresults. It thoroughly cleanses the blood of all impur-ities, at the same time it builds up the general health,gives appetite, strength aad energy. We have givenIt to Bur children, as intimated, and found it to be non-injurious to the system and always capable of purify-ing the blood and restoring health. I unhesitatinglyrecommend it to all in need of a blood medicine. It i•superior to everything else as a cure for blood diseases.
MRS. CLARA DAUBERT.
Schuylkill Haven, Pa.
factorily, and the master was con-
gratulating himself on the trouble he
had taken, when, alas! a question
was asked which made him tremble
for the reputation of his scholars.
"Why does a dog hang his tongue
out of his mouth?" asked the inspec
tor. "Yes, my boy," he said to a
bright-looking lad who held up his
hand, while the light of genius was
in his eye.
"Please, sir," cried the pupil, "It's
to balance his tail!"






















We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVER/ COMPANY
INCOCCORATED
Livery and Boarding Barn. Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
GUY NANClE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213S. Third St, Paducah, Hy.
W. F. Paxton.
President.
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Total security to depositors 111240,001
Account* of individuals and Arms solicited. We appreciate
assail as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPHE SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCTANTS.
Third and Broadway
Earle Joynes
BROWN & JOYNES COAL CO.
Agents for
NORIONVILLE AND PITTSBURfi COAL
Nortonville Coal
Lump, per bushel . . . . 13c
Nut, per bushel . . . . . , 12c
Pittsburg Coal
Lump, per bushel . . . . 14c
Cord Wood and Kindling







Pr THUMB JILT 11. '14
..3)R/DGE
TEM PADUCAH EVENING BUN IPA_ SIMMS
EVERY QUEEN (W T1EABTS
bowls over kings and kieves In the
game of Life when her
PERFECT TELeell
are displayed in a dazzling smile.
U-ood teeth mean Also good health.
And the law of every state will in-
sist On good molars in the mouth of
every citizen. Our Crown and Bridge
work is marvelous in resulte dupli-
cate Sets equals Nature's own, Fill-
ings guaranteed to last for years.






Will Erect Edifice Next Fall and
Meet in Homes Meanwhile—The
Officers:
At. a meeting of the new Tyler
Methodist church yesterday the fol-
lowing officers were elected: B. F.
Sears, secretary of the church con-
ference; A. N. Sears, steward; J. et.
Tucker, superintendent of the Sun-
day school. A. N. Sears, Preston
Jacobs and J. W. Liles were nominat-
ed as trustees of the church property.
The new edifice wilebe erected next
fall. Meanwhile the congregation
will meet at the homes of the mem-
bers.
Bids For Coal.
Sealed proposals for furnishing
the city schools coal for the coming
winter will be received up to 7:30
o'clock p. m. July 1G, 1907, at office
in high school building. Bid on lump,
nut and mine run—about 18 car
loads. Bidder makes difference in city
scales and company scales. The
board reserves the right to reject
any and all bids.
W.T.BYRD,
Clerk Beard of Education.
NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
reminded that their rents expire June
etis, and those desiring to renew
this quarter should do so before it is
forgotten. All premises not paid for
on or before the 10th of July will be
discontinued and the cost of shutting
off and turning on water will. be
1111.00.
'The giants of Tierre del Fuego,
the Ona Indians, are stunted in in,-
tellece




check coat on South
Fourth street. Owner
can have same by
calling at 632 South







IN HIS OWN STATE
Fates Seem to be Playing Into
His Hand
How He Threw Responsibility
Extra Session Onto the Wade
morel Clique.
JAPANESE CABALthe old districts cut up It was admeted the state had not been honest-
ly apportioned, and that the constitu-
tional limitations upon the right of
the legislature to cut up the state
had not been observed. The partional
element was se strong in the assemb-
ly that le spite of the lailuence of the
governor Speseer Wadsworth was
able to defeat the apportionment bill
for his own, interests.
Rebuke to Wadsworth Adroit.
Without any uneeceseary fireworks
for the governor called the legislature
back in an extra session. The one
Ifeature of his message which created
!amusement and delight in Washing-
ton was the paragraph in which he
said:
"The failure to provide a suitable
apportionment at the regular session
in the absence of any public reason
has been a serious disappointment toWashington, D. C., July 11.—Ap- the people. To avoid further publicparently the stars in their courses inconvenience it is of great impore-are fighting to keep Gov. Hughes, of anoe that the matter should now beNew York, before the people in such disposed of promptly. Obviouslya way as to make him more and more such a question, invilving politicala presidential candidate. emsequences, gives rise to a conflictThe beginning of the speelal seis- of intereets, end its eolution cannot
LOOKS LIKE A POSSIBILITY.
Hill Dental Co . , sht. tiotudthtehLegislature convened by be hoped for without personal sacri-message in which he floes. B t the teat of public spiritthrows down the gauntlet to the lies in the readiness to make much204 Broadway.2 Wadsworth clique and warns themtsacritices, and do emphatically dethat the people will not tamely sub-lmand, that public duty shall not bewit to legislative apportionment On subordinated to personal interests orold partisan limes are apparently but leonvenience."
the opening guns in a straight out' There have been few instances intight between the government ancepolitics where a public rebuke hasthe old Republican forces. been administered so adroitly andWhether he wine or not in the leg-teeth such dignity. In the opinion ofislature anti whether he succeeds in
getting the apportionment and direct
nomination bills passed, he is certain
to strengthen 'his hold on the people.
Moreover, the special session, coming
as it does in the middle of a dull
summer season, will surely give the
people something to think about in a
political line.
Hughes' Career Like Cleveland's.
New York men this one paragraph,
although it may not secure a satisfac-
tory apportionment bill, will mean
the political death of the Wadsworth
combination, both father and son.
Lack Drives Him Along.
In less than a year Gov. Hughes,
with quiet persistence has made him-
self champion of drastic state regula-
Whether the goyernor is an adroit tine of corporations, of an honest ap-
portionment, and of direct nomina-politician or not remains to be seen,
(ion by the people to avoid partisanbut everything he has done sinee the
date of his Inauguration and, in fact,
sinoe his nomination has strongly
brought to mine the selles of political
events which made Grover Cleveland
governor of New York and then presi-
dent of the United States.
There has been a good -deal of
chuekling here at the clever fashion
In which Gee Hughes, without toeing
his dignity in the slightest degree.
fastened responsibility for the extra
session upon Speaker Wedsworth and
his associates. The tether of the
speaker, who was so long a congress-
man, made himself distinctly unpop-
ular here in Washington by his un-
necessary attack on President Roose-
velt. The president was largely re-
sponsible for the ilection of young
Wadsworth as *meeker of the New
York ,assetnbly, that action having
been taken before the break with his
father.
'When the president offered to help
out Gov. Hughes in his fight on the
Wadsworth combinatlori the offer
was coldly received. The governor
made it plain that he did not propose
/to carry on the fight on patronage
lines. There was reported a coolness
between the president and the gover-
nor for awhile, but it was only re-
ported and there never was anything
more than a slight misunderstanding
between the two men.
His Position Getting Stronger.
According to the politicians, Gov.
Hughes has strengthened himself a
great deal by making it evident that
his fight with the legislature is car-
ried on along the highest possible
lines. By refusing to accept the pat-
ronage offered him by the presideint,
the governor has concentrated re
sponsibility for the fight entirely up-
on himself.
The regular session was long and
sensational, and every message the
governor sent was temperate but en-
tirely forcible. He pushed his public
utilities bill through in spite of the
united opposition of all the great cor-
porations in New York City. The
people are beginning to realize that
that bill, If it can be successfully ex-
ecuted, with an honest governor and
an able commission, will do a great
deal more to solve the trust question
than the more or lees spasmodic pros-
ecutions by the federal government.
Reapportionment of the state on
an honest basis was demanded by the
bossism. He already stands for a
good deal more in New York than
Grover Cleveland ever did. Ile Is un-
popular with his owe political ma-
chine just as Cleveland was, and yet
Cleveland was nominated repeatedly.
It is whispered among New York
men here that Gov. Hughes still has
a large amount of ammunition of an
unexpected character. It is believed
that when he gets through with his
fight for apportionment and direct
nomination he will proceed to demand
other and equally popular political
reforms.
Nothing could be better timed.
The results of the extra session and
the fight between the governor and
the Reeublican zing in the legislature
will be fresh in the minds of the peo-
ple when they come to discuss presi-
dential candidates seriously next win-
ter.
Protesulesal Etiquette.
The Undertaker (who meets the doe
tor on the stele of a hoteb—After you,
sle— Black and White.
The gentleman from Kentucky fell
fainting to the floor.
"Whisky!" exclaimed the dostor.
"I'll bring him to."
"Better make It three," feebly re-
marked the gentleman from Ken-
tucky.—Philadelphia Record.
Lucknow, India, boasts the largest
room in the world without columns.
It is built of concrete.
The transparent gees ruler, an in-
governor, and was defeated at the novation, is of great misistance to
regular session simply and solely be- draftsmen in their work.
CAUSES TROUBLE
All Emanates From Washing-.
ton and is False
Reason Stets' Department and Jap
Government Takes No
Notice.
IT IS IMPERIAL POLITICS
Weshiegton, D. C., July 11.—It is
about Wee American people should
understand the character and extent
of the political propaganda which is
in progress in this country for the
overthrow of the ministry in power
in Japan says a Washington corres-
pondent. The avowed object of this
propaganda is to secure better treat-
ment for Japanese in the United
States. Its real object is the estab-
lishment by the people of Japan of a l
new government, made up of mem-
bers of the progressive party, with
Count Okuma as premier.
The man who claims to be taking
care of the Interests of the progress-
ive party in Washington is Dr. Ma-
sue Miyakawa, a clever Japanese,
who holds a number of degrees re-
ceived from American colleges, and
who alleges that he is a graduate of•
various high schools in his native
country, where, he says, he has lec-
tured on international law before the
naval cadets of Japan.
It is true he has degrees. His
home career is not so well authenti-
cated. He has been In the United
States off and on for eight years,
though he spent some time in Rus-
sia getting information for the Japa-
nese army and served as a war cor-
respondenten China during the boxer
revolt.
Dispatches Are Myths.
He speaks English well and knows
how to make newsy translations of
dispatches take*. from old Japanese
papers.
This is what hp did a few days ago
when he gave to the press the sub-
stance of an alleged official confiden-
tial memorandum said to have been
issued by Foreign Minister Hayashi
and describing the attitude of the
Japanese government on the ques-
tion of the limitation of immigration.
The authenticity of this memoran-
dum is denied in well informed ce-
des, and an investigation discloses
the fact that Dr. Miyakawa read the
memorandum which he disseminated
in an opposition newspaper of To-
kio.
Miyakawa claims to be the owner
of a paper In San Francisco called
the Japan Tribune, a sheet of no
standing, according to reports here.
Its profits must be small, for Miya-
kawa's supply of cash, according to
what is known, is limited.
He is In constant telegraphic cor-
respondence with disgruntled Japa-
nese on the Pacific coast, If he re-
ceives any cablegrams, as he ctalms,
they are few and far between.
Tokio "Cable" of Whole (loth.
He alleged recently he had been
advised from Tokio that Ambassador
Aoki was to be recalled, and the pub-
lication of the information gave rise
to a great deal of comment in this
country and caused officials to de-
clare if the ambassador were with-
drawn the action could only be re-
garded as an indication that Japan
proposed to adopt the "mailed fist"
policy, and would necessitate prepa-
rations by this government.
It has since developed that there
was absolutely no foundation for the
report of Viscount Aoki's recall. The
ambassador is to remain indefinitely
In the United States, and possesses
the full confidence .of his govern-
ment, which includes the emperor as
well as the ministry.
Miyakawa said a few days ago
that he could stop the agitation in Ja-
pan in a moment if he chose to do se.
He also could stop the agitation in
the United States by failing to give
to innocent newspapers and report-
ers some of the information he ex-
tracts from Japanese papers. It is the
_
Physicians agree that Belvedere Bea
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sus-
taining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers,
The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in pre-
digested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding diges-
tion and soothing nerves.
Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.
knowledge of Miyakawa's doings
that is responsible, in a great meas-
ure, for the refusal of the state de-
partment to express concern over the
Japanese situation.
At the same time, it is apparent
that the representative of the pro-
gressive party is deem his political
work well, but the officials say that
If he were really patriotic he would
not be seeking to embroil his country
and the United States, even, though
thereby he might secure the domina-
tion of his friends in the Japanese
government.
Expulsion Would Dignify Him.
Of course, if the United States
chose, it could expel Miyakawa as an
alien dangerous to its peace and
safety, and there would be no protest
from Japan. but this would give to
the man a dignity he dote not de-
serve, and authorities rely upon the
common sense of the American peo-
ple to pay no attention to his politi-
cal roorbacks.
Miyakawa has sought to make
capital with his friends by stating
that he *mere three-quarters of an
hour with the president. As a matter
of fact, he was with the president
only a few minutes. when rhe latter
was in Washington several weeks
ago, and he was received because be
had written a book on the American
constitution which he desired to pre-
sent to Mr. Roosevelt.
The president has been especially
anxious to show courtesy to visiting
Japanese, but It is certain he would
not have received Miyakawa if he
had known whem he represented
and the political movement he was
fathering. Miyakawa is not received
at the Japatese embassy, and when
General Kuroki was In Washington
he made no effort to get in touch
with him.
Both Nations Want Truth Known.
There is no doubt that the govern-
ments of both the United States and
Japan are concerned seriously over
the press agitation in connection
with the relations of the two coun-
tries and are anxious to stop the
publication of mischievous reports,
the only effect of which is to Inflame
able sentiment.
In a speech which has been widely
quoted Secretary Root said it was
the people nowadays who determined
the question of peace or war, and the
influence of newspapers on the peo-
ple is incalculable. For this reason
both Japan and the United States
welcome an intelligent statement of
pending questions and urge that no
attention be paid to sensational re-
ports until they have been verified.
Articles which appear in such pa-
pers as the Hecht should be viewed
With suspicion, especially when claim
ing to present the attitude of the
Japanese government. The chance
that the publication is correct is ex-
tremely small.
Yellow Praise Helps Agitation.
There is no danger of the over-
throw of the ministry in Japan on
account of any domestic question
Relic of the Cliff Dwellers.
That the cliff dwellers of the Mesa
Verde lie southwestern Colorado had
enemies there can be no quested".
In nearly every one of theircomniun-
al buildings can be found towers and
lookouts with small windows or loop
holes commanding all approaches.
usually these towers are a part of
the main building, but occasionally
they are detached and stand off at
some distance, being built up suffi-
ciently high to survey the country on
al sides.
One of these remarkable struct-
ures has been found in Navajo Canon
and is In a fine state of preservation.
The tower still stands on top of a
sandstone cone about thirty feet
high and is perfectly cylindrical. By
aid of steps worn in the sandstone
it Is possible to climb to the tower
and even to walk around it. The
walls are twenty-four inches tleck,
and, although the original height is
not known, the walls now In place
are over nine feet high. This tower,
rising front the bottom of the canon
to a height above the surrounding
rim, commanded a view of the adja-
cent mesa, and was undoubtedly the
viewpoint from which warnings of
an approaching enemy could be sent
out to the cliff dwellers in the canon
below.
Considering the fact that about
the only known weapons these prehis
tonic people used were bows and ar-
rows, and a spear-like instrument,
the great fortresses and thick walls
are quite unexplainable.
This remarkable structure Is only
one of the many ancient remains
that can be found within a day's
journey of Durango.—Denver Re-
publican
—An advertiser for help knows
that If he offers small wages he will




25c paper and does
the work all com-






now is your chance
to get a bargain.










Quick Step Friday Prices Touch All Parts of the Big Store Tomorrow
Friday is a clean-out day here. If a thing hangs fire there's fresh price making for it here Friday. Someof the best bargains of the season will be on sale here tomorrow.
MILLINERY A FRIDAY FEATURE.
Tomorrow we will make a special
showing of trimmed hats, Leghorn/S.
Chipps, Hair Braids and other styl-
ish materials, at Friday bargain
prices.
FRIDAY 81'2:OATS IN THE SKIRT
DEPARTMENT.
Lot Black Mohair Skirts worth $7
to $7.50 on sale tomorrow at $4.85
each.
Lot Brown and Blue Skirts, the
two coming colors decreed by Fash-
ion for fall wear, on sale here to-
morrow at ;4.90, worth regularly
tress $5.50 te$7.50 each. The mate-
rials are Panemas and Moberg.
BIG LOT WHITE WASH SKIRTS
This Mt will he on sale here to-
morrow at 86c each.
'LADIES' ALL-OVER EMBROIDERY
Ladies' All-Over Embroidered
Front White NA'al.ta just received.
Thin Is a clean-up purchase from a
prominent New York manufacturer.
The early season price was $1.50.
tomorrow (Friday) 95c each.
IA)T 'LIGHT CHANIPAGNE WAISTS
The $3.00 and $3.50 kind, tomor-
row (Friday) at $1.95 each.
0.00 SILK PONGEE COATS
on sale here tomorrow at " each.
ANOTHER GREAT SILK-CLEAN-
ING TOMORROW.
China Silks 23c, 33c, 39c and 45c
a pied tomorrow ()"ridael.





$1 00 and $1.25 a
(Friday) at 75c.
WASH GOODS t4P1C(1ALS.'
Sc Lawns 3 7-Sc a yard.
8e Dimities 5c a yard. •
20c values with light grounds and
large floral figures tomorrow (Fri-
day) Sc a yard.
35c White Dress Linens 25c a
yard.
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR BARGAINS
Corset Cevers, Drawers, Gowns
and Skirts, all carry bargain prices
CANVAS SLU'PERt4.
Special bargains in women's, miss-
es' and children's Leather and Can-
vas Slippers tomorrow (Friday.)
FRIDAY AND SAT4JRDAY
Will be bargain day in each of our
shoe departments- the boys', the
men's, the women's, the children's,
Misses and Infant's departments.
Broken lots will go at big concessions
In prices Friday and Saturday.
FRIDAY SPFA1ALS IN CARPET
DEPARTMENT,
One $20.00 Velvet Drugget 9 by
12 feet at $15.00.
Two 413.50 Brussels Druggets 9
by 12 feet at $9.60 tomorrow (Fri-
day.)
LACE CURTAINS.
Twenty pairs Lace Curtains
yard long, at 35c a pair tomorrow
(Friday.)
50 pairs Lace Curtains, 3 to 3 1-2




50 and 76e Straw Hats 47c.
$1.50 Street Hats $1.00.
Men's 10c Linen Collars Sc.
Lot Men's $1.60 Pants for 95e a
pair.
Lot Men's MOO Snits for $350.
2 1-2
Lot Men's 50e Shirts for 39c.
Lot Men's 76c blue mixed Cotton
ado Pants 50c • pair.
hot Men's $6.50 Suit ihr $6 25
SPICOALS IN GROCERY DEPART-
MENT.
100 las Granulated Sugar....$5.25
20 Ihs light brown sugar $1.00
12 bars Fairbanks' Laundry
Soap   25c
8 bars Star Laundry Soap 
6 bars Harbour's big Glycerin.
Toilet Soap 25c
12 (settee Turkish Bath Toilet
Soap 15c
15c can Peas 10c
Ifle can Corn Ye














P. It. leleitiefe President.
E..7. PAXTON. Heim-eel Manager.--
Entered at the postoMce at Paducah,
Ky.„ as second class matter 
OIL ISSCRiVTILIN HATES:
THE DAILY silo
By carrier, per week  .10
By men, per month in advance  .25
By mall, per year, In advance 2.50
TRIO WIGHICLT OLN
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1 3949 15 3938
$ 3953 17 3956
4 395.0 18 3937
5 3916 19 3932
6 3910 20 •  3935
7 3981 21 3957
8 2981 22 3956
:0 3945 24.  3955
11 4149 25 3945
12 4038 26 3940
13 3894 27 3944
14 3969 28 3954
29 3942
Total 98,824
Average for June, 1906  4072
Average for June, 1907  39.53
Personally appeared before me,
this July 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms thet the above statement of the
critulation of The Sun for the month
of June, 1907, is true to the best of
has knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission experts January
22, 1908. -
Daily Thong*:
-If 4 can lend - - --
A strong hand to the fallen, or de-
fend •
The right against a single envious
strain,
My life, though bare,
Perhaps of much that seemeth dear
and fair,




For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Louisville„
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
'For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
struction—J. S. 7rabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
srsel. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
'For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Me-
Brooqi.
Mayor James P. Smith
City gAttorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor . . Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C.
U. Chambnn. W. T. Miller.
Couneilinen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward. C. L. Van Me-
ter: Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. II. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
THE LIMIT THAT FAILED.
In an editorial leader last evening
styled "More Light on a Dark Sub-
ject," the News-Democrat attempted
to confuse the policy of The Sun with
the correspondence of a Louisville
newspaper. An editorial leader of
July 8 was read with little concern,
es it was manifestly an inspired ef-
fort on the part of somebody con-
nected with the News-Democrat to
embarrass the correspondent of the
Louisville paper, possibly with the
ultimate end in view of securing the
correspondence, with its remunera-
tion, for himself of someone -else.
As to the merits of the charge that
the article was designed purposely to
Injure Professor Carnagey, The Sun
has nothing to nay, nor is The Run
defending the correspondent or his
correspondence. The complaint is a
matter that shonld he taken up With
the management of the newspaper in
question, not with The Sun. But the
motive of the News-Democrat in
making the charge is patent from
the fart that there was nothing ap-
parent in the article that could be
construed into an attack on Superin-
tendent-elect Carnagey. It II true
there will he ten;varancies on the
'wheel hoard tO be filled this fall, and
at, ; with ti nt. prartleanr a
now board—and let us pause to be-
speak for him the hearty co-operation
of that bottrd.
Ons mast .'obeerve with some
amusement the cons, lion of the too
evideutly inspired editorial that the
article inferred that the school trus-
tees resigned because Professor Car-
nasty is cotulag; an inference pre-
posterous, because the article says
these very men sleeted Profealsor
Catuagey. We don't mind going to,
this length of explanation, because
the same story in substance appeared
the day before on the front page-of
The Sun arid pussed without com-
ment.
We deeply deplore the fact that
Professor Carnagey's name had to
be dragged into a controversy by
our blundering contemporary; but
since The San is charged with har-
boring malice against him, why, The
Sun shall reply.
The Sun's position In regard to
the public school system of Paducah
is too well established to need de-
fense. Since the election of Professor
Carnagey The Sun has declared edi-
torially its policy of upholding the
administration of the schools. Pro-
fessor Carnagey on each visit to Pa-
ducah has called at The Sun -office,
and he knows, perhaps, even better
than the omniscient editor of the
News-Democrat, how he stands with
the staff personally.
Some of the statements in the
News-Democrat's editorial, outlining
its policy toward the schools, may
confuse its readers, in view of the
attitude it has assumed toward the
administration in the past. Many
people remember its malevolent as-
saults on Superintendent Lieb. as
well as other prominent citizens, for
which humiliating apology was made
and responsibility side-stepped. But
the News-Democrat changes hands
and staff and policy so frequently,
it is scarcely to be expected that
each succeeding regime should take
cognizance of the vagaries of its
predecessors.
As to the latest enunciation that
It will support the schools, The Sun
extends the hand of fellowship. As
long as the News-Democrat speaks
fair of the school system, we shall be
on the same side—but the editorial
leader in question -is flied away to be
flung back in the teeth of an erratie
contemporary at its first exhibition of
an inclinetion to attack somebody on
personal grounds.
A man is unfortunate if he has a
pistol in his pocket when an inclina-
tion to shoot overcomes him.
Anybody far-sIghted enough to
steal coal this kind of weather ought
to get it.
Is it possible that we have been
duped, and by a slant-eyed, saddle-
colored oriental, at that? Is it true
that some thin-haired, slope-shoul-
dered son of the rising sun, in a m:s-
fit suit of occidental clothes and a
smile that won't rub off, has fooled
meats of these interests. And this
duty the administration ever keeps
before it.
Once upon a time Roosevelt was
looked upon askance by these, who
thought him reckless. and eengerous.
He has proved himself to be other-
wise. Slowly and cautiously, avoiding
excesses, but withal, inexorable, the
mills of the national federal courts
are grinding their grist of trusts,
testing the laws as they proceed,
showing us the limitations of the leg-
islative, executive and judicial de-
partments. in the operation, and the
end will coke, when we see a read-
BRIDGET HESSIAN
MOTHER OP WELL KNOWN PA.,
IROLNIA.a. DILS.
Mrs. Peter Mott, Mother of Mrs.
Lloyd Boseell, Succumbs at
Fultou,
justment of industrial and commer-
cial conditions In this country, and P Hessian. 
Bridget Hessian, mother of
atrolman sian, died yesterday atnot until then.
Meanwhile, let ue not lend aid to 
the home of her son, Patrick Hessian.
the enemy through partisan 
malice.-- at Memphis, of infirmities incident to
old age. Mrs. Hessian was 74 years 
old and a native of Dublin, Ireland.
WW1 rare consistency our evening She came to this country with an
contemporary says: "The News-Dem- elder brother 65 years ego, and
ocrat pleads above all else that poll- grew to womanhood in Paducah,
tics be kept out of the school board. where she' married Patrick Hessian,
With such a loyal man and stalwart who died 32 years ago. For three
Democrat as 'Col. Joqeph Potter at its years she had lived with her son in
head we feel that in the future that Niemphia. She was a communicant
thirefierted e.,. 
devoute, Christian woman.
.ill be less of this spirit man- of St. Francis de Sales church, and a
if we wanted politics kept out of
anything, naturally we should choose 
The body of Mrs. Hessian will ar-
rive this evening at 8:15 o'clock and
a "stalwart Democrat" to keep it out. it will be taken to the residence of
LEST WE FORGET. 
lii r. John Hessian, 620 Tennessee
street. The funeral will take place
We always carefully preserve files tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock at St.
of our contemporaries, not so much Francis de Sales church and the bur-
to conserve their wisdom, as to con- ial will be in Mt. Carmel cemetery.
found them with. The News-Demo- The pallbearers will be Patrick Gro-
crat has declared that "under the gee, J. J. Dorian, W'ill Huffniasa.
present management" the paper has James Ward, John Dougherty and
never traduced Superintendent Lieb; Michael Kelly,
but we quote two statements made
by that paper, both of them under
the present management.
Under date of May 3.0, 19.07, the
News-Democrat in an article headed:
"Paducah's Schools, They Are As
Good As Any in the State of Ken-
tucky," said:
"The public schools of Paducah
are as rood as can be found auy-
where in the state of Kentucky *. * •
Under the superintendency of Prof.
Lieb the schools have been greatly
improved, especially the High school,
where he has added new studies.
When he leaves his , record will be
one of which he can boast."
Last evening the News-Democrat
said: "It nevertheless remains a fact
that the Paducah schools under Prof,
Lieb's management did not arrive at
that proper degree of usefulness de-
sired."
Now, will somebody please arise
and say that one or the other of
those statements appeared "during
the absence of the general manager
and through an innocent oversight
cm the part of the editor," and that
the "News-Democrat, believing above
all else in the common justice thae. is
due every one, not only makes this
statement as a matter of form, but
takes greater pleasure in correcting
us? Have these wise gazeboes at a statement that should never haveWashington, who know what the 
president is going to do before he
thinks of it and sell it to the western
newspapers per column, and talk of
war in the Balkans during the con-
gressional recess, been listening to
the voice of this heathen Jap, inter-
preting articles from the Japanese
newspapers that never were in print?
To think that we have been stirred to
a soul fever this hot weather, by the
light footsteps of this little brown
man, straying from the path of truth
and virtue. Isn't there going to be
any war 'wen Japan? Isn't Japan
stirred to her soul's center about
the San Francisco incident? Unhappy
thought! Maybe, it isn't even Bum-
mer in Japan. Consider our stew-
ing and raving in this tropical
weather, and the Japs, possibly, eat-
ing snowballs and reading the "Vicar
of Wakefield", or "Mosses from an
Old Manse." And they say his name
Miyakawa. He must have been the
Chufu correspondent of the Hearst
Synd.cate during the war.
AIDING THE ENEMY.
With true partisan contempt for
consistency the Kentucky State
Journal says:
"The government has spent thous
ands of dollars in pretending to proot
ecute the trusts under the Sherman
law, but has accomplished little be-
yond increasing the prices of com-
modities. In fact, it natty be stated
that with all its so-called effort the
federal government has hardly mede
a dent on the_erust ,busiaess. More
trusts exist in the )tilted States to-
day than ever before in the history
of the country and new ones are be-
ing organized right along. As a 'trust
buster the present administration is
a failure."
And, yet, the Harriman-Rockefel-
ler-Morgan group are against the ad-
ministration to a man, and are align-
ing their forces to secure a successor
to Roosevelt, who will be reactiOnary
in his tendencies. Unwittingly parti-
sans like 'he Kentucky State Journal,
which het:eve they are fighting the
trusts, and the great, menacing pri-
vate interests, are in reality aiding
these interests to chloroform the
national government by belittling the
efforts of the administration, when
they should be. in all consistency, up-
holding It. The character of the in-
terests aligned against the adminis-
tration is sufficient proof of the sin-
cerity of the effort being made in
the direction of "trust busting" as
the State Journal calls it.
And in this term another errot
arises. Time after time the president
has said he has no Intention of un-
settling commercial conditions and
precipitating a paile, that would Ol-
lie:ye Innocent holders of Industriai
stocks and, indeed, the whole coun-
try. There in law and justice to be
enforced, and then there Is the sat-
isfying of the more or less enbetan-
just as great a duty to
perform in protecting these Interests,
which it is trying to regulate ann
keep wlthin bounds, as it has !,
protect othent against the encroach-
Men who know good things
when they see them have al-
ready gotten thdrs. How
about you
4145,. 4., I
furnish the large amount of money
that would be needed to defend Orch-
ard. Moyer said he and Haywood
conferred with Attorneys Murphy
and Miller and subsequently gave
Miller $1,500.
Moyer denied that he had ever dis-
cussed any kind of criminal act with
Orchard or any one else or that he
had ever given him a cent except for
expenses on the trip Orchard mdde
to Ouray as body guard for him. He
said he had no personal. feeling of
hostility for Stennenberg and there
were no circumstances that would
make him desire the life of John Ne-
ville, whom Orchard testified that
Moyer wanted to 1k1.11. Moyer said
Neville came to him ,after his arrest
for alleged complicity In the lndepend
enoe station affair and asked that the
federation give him $200 to reim-
burse him for the expense he had in-
cnrred in clearing himself, but thie
regrest was refused.
Moyer denied that he participated
in the conference in Pettibone's back
yard where Orchard said he. Hay-
wood and Pettibone had dieruseed
various acts of violence. deniedIt is funny how many - things a knowledge of the subsequent meetingwoman can find to do the last minute at federation headquarters where Or-
hostility for Stuennenberg and there__,.. 
Neville executions were plarrued, and
denied. practically every material
statement in all of Orchard's testi-
i
101"1111*-ele*Illitseetruillit mhony.acMoyer tex p I ahlineed thato   y,Z-
The Evening Sun—lOc. a week.
Cool Clothes ;bad never been discharged up to thegot back to Denver and the weapon
turned it to the witness when thesy
•
time Moyer was arrested.
i For Hot Days i e wag aketk up withM of 
Told of Az-rest.
g 'recital of the witneete connection with
•r the Federation of Nfiners. He told a
THERE are any number idetalled story of the arrest at Ourayof strikingly handsome land his transfer to Telluride where
the military refused to recognize the
Iiproceeses of the court set in motion,to effect his release. He was arrested!on the pretext that he had desecrated
!the flag by the issuance of a fedora-
s tlon hand-bill denouncing the method
light weight suits in The New
Store's Summer Clearance
Sale—a little better values
than you find elsewhere for
the money.
Men's $25 suits ..$20.00
Mrs. Mott.
Mrs. Peter Mott, mother of Mrs.
Lloyd Bosseell, died at her home in
Fulton. She was well known here
having visited her daughter often.
Mrs. Boswell pasted through Paducah
last evening from Dawson Springs.
ahere she has been for a week, to
Fulton to attend the funeral.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you feelbettet. Laa-Pos
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywnere. Pr:oe 60 cents.
MOYER ON STAND
IN HAYWOOD CASE
(Concluded from First Page.)
been made," etc?
Thirsty Weather.
The Gentleman on the Hill-Had anv
breakfast?
The Gentleman en the Fence-Not a
drop --Sketch.
before she starts away.
'American flag was .reproduced. A
Men's $20 suits ... 10.0o icopy of this hand-bill was introduced
'and then the witness told of various
Men's $15 suits ... 12.00 el'efforts to secure his release and of
his subsequent arrest on a chargeMen's $12 suits ... • 9•5‘) • 't hofatohoetrawgnes.implicated In the Vindlea-
Men'e $11 suits ... 8.00
* coact Rules Agabest Defendant.
I 1 theOntiPlylat I nen s triolf CO u nsella 
duringillarktid
th̀ 3
e day. The defense wanted to pierce all
* the circumstance under which Moyer
and his areoclates were secretly ar-
rested in Denver, denied 'communi-
• cation with counsel and taken to Ida-
ho by a speetal tre
3171(111) °PP41ed it. nie
,,,.,,,.„, o. 'a tlot proper
1 An attampti
ers had h
i Penitent lary9-mlassoirolims.41rmlfts.49,1•41.-. Inge a thei
cause Orchard was going to Silverton
* •and they made the Yourney together
as a matter of convenience. Repre-
YOUR VACATION NEEDS
No matter *here you go, when you go, or
how long you stay, you'll need to be provisioned
properly with clothing and furnishings to enjoy
complete comfort. .
This store is amply prepared to eupply your
every want in this conneetion—with the essen-
tials and also the lessee!: "fixings," and at prices
consistent with good quality. For: instance:
OUTING  SUITS
Stuart, stylish things iu gzetruine hozhespnna.
blue and black serges and 'tiannels=--superbly
made, ready to put on and wear. and they will
wear $ 1 0 to $ 1 5
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
A particularly extensive and choice f tesortment
in all new fabrics...._____50C to $3
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Heedwear
All sold at tempting prices for best grade
goods.












TICKETS ON SALE AT GILBERT'S DRUG STORE
HALTS TRAIN; SEEKS REDRESS. FOUR CHILDREN PERISH IN
FLANIES THAT DESTROY HOUSE
Fond du Lac, Wis., July 11.e-Four
children of Jason Field, a farmer,
Fort Scott, Kaa., July Role ranging from 9 months to 9 years,
ert Walton, a Vernon county, Mo., perished lu flames thisi morning
farmer, held, up a Mis‘souri Pacific while their parents were at the barn
passenger train, on the track crossing milking. The mother lighted a ate
his farm for bait an last night in the ketosene stove and, left the, hour
children asleep while she went to
assist in the morning work. After
milking her second cow she discov-
ered the house was in flames, It was
iroPOneible to enter the building,
lthe limbs were burned from the
children's bodies and the trunks fell
through into the cellar with g man
Missouri Farmer. Stands on Track
Arguing For Damagea,
sentatives of the uoion mine workers by refusing to get off the rails, Wal-had been beaten by thugs employed ton took this novel method or at-the bv mine owners and witness and•s • mp ing to collect a claim againstOrchard carried cut off shotguns for the company,1
their O*0 Protection. Moyer "ore Some time ago the same trainevithhis gun was subsequently used to kill the game erew, killed three mules' r Lyte Gregory. but that Orchard re and a hoFse belonging to Mr. Walton.
He monuted a horse last night and
stood on the track. When the train of embera. The only child to survive
Stopped he demanded $700. No get. was a boy of 5, who accompanied his
suaalon would induce him, to relent. mother to the bars.
Finally the passengers rushed him s i
and forced him off the track until the Children Burned; Parents Roselle. Itrain passed. Suisun. Cale July 11.— The four! , vt children of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.;BLOWS HEAD INTO WIFE'S ROOM Campbell of Suisun valley, lost theirl
-lives last night Is the burning cf ;Despondent Over Family Troubles,' their home. The parents barely es-1
aVesithy Farmer Uses Shotgun. tined.
When Mr.. and Mrs. Campbell!
Kenosha, Wis., July 11.— Placing awoke the house Was in naives. Mel,
both barrels of a shotgun into his made. frantic efforts to save the chil-
mouth and pulling the trigger with dren and were batty burned. Thei,of the state officials, mine owners and his toe, Wiliam Malzahn, a wealthy v:ctiols reamed in age frotted:2 years ,!militia on which an emblem of the farmer, of the town of Wheatland, in -te 12 months.
this county, committed suicide last • inigirt. A portion of h!li head Ittla'RROTHF.R14 CLASH IN FINANCE'
;
blown through a doorway into an ad-, —joining room, whese his wlfe was 'Oue Asks Receiver for Rig Pittsburg -sleeping. Malsann was despondent on Real Relate Firm.account of family troubles. . ,
i"How are you feeling? I heard 
forP t,:httesbrueragi. ItestLlye 
firm of 
Aoi woroecd,e14err.
syporUineg7“te very much run down this' man I Coe which has put on the!'. 
"Not very much. Only two atitositrrntaoar" taretkeveryiePploartnot Iotat efty Ilan tattle-struck me; I dodged all the rest."-Hcountry, including Plilladelphia.Pitts-Baltiniore American.
"You muet'nt interrupt me when 
ia
!burg, Cincinnati, Chtettgo ,atid Now
- trk was asked yesterday by WI.-
Harmon 1.12 A 131,11 in etItt:y
I l em, A.
9




on a man ts actonipliishIs
1)- to (11,
it "t5 'oh others,
At





Want it at Once
  T H E
Sun Job Rooms
Phone 3584
Does all kinds of printing
We have the men wiLl know
how to do yonr work just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time yon need any print-
ing—probanly we con save
you some money. We know
we can give yon satisfactory
work, and give it to you
pramRtly.
,uham are trying i-tel the news today--aniro,gaticring the Arlie i-Ocely volt nio,kr ." 't














Just Arrived-Another lot of those White Linen Skirts,
all sizes-the kind we sold five dozen of in one day. So







.Miss Mary Gardner and Mr. Luther
Franklin were mart ieJ in Metropolis
Tuesday by 'Squire Liggett. Th9
,i2ouple have returned to the city sand
will reside in Mechanicsburg Mr.
Franklin is an employe of a heading
company in Mechanicsburg, and his
bride is a popular young woman.
Gave a Hay Ride.
The Misses Emma and Gertrude
Gallasso of 331 Twenty-fifth street,
gave a hay ride Tuesday evening,
taking a party of their friends to
Mounds and Mound City. Those Par-
ticipating in the evening's pleasure
were Miss Dora Smith of Mounds;
Mrs. Cephas Dodson,
iimm...qpliKy.; and Mrs. William




-For Dr. Pend Icy ring 416.
-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner
Polite service.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Brnadway. Phone 196.
-Flue carnations at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway..
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third: Oid phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-We give you bette; cartiage and
better service fur the money than
In given by any transfer company in
An-erica, Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Perrier Transfer Co
' • 0-. . Some-
thing new in the line and all neces-
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of thnir
papers stopped inuet notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
.The 8u _ofRce. No atikenttnn
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-The Ladies Mite soc7ety of the
First Baptist church will meet Friday
afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs.
Richard Caaiesei, Tenth and Madison
streets.
-For the best and cheapest livery
rigs, ring 100. either phone. Cope-
4aud's stable. 419 Jefferson street.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
elle of your friends going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate -4s only 25e a mouth,
--The Woman's Home Mission so-
cleo of the Trimble Street Methodist
church eiii, give an ice cream supper
Thursday evening on the church
lawn.
,-.Place your orders rot weddl"g
invitations at tisane. The Sun is
shoeing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay eliewhefee
Ca.ptitde William Smith will Mite
out the steamer -Castalia the last of
this week with the officers of the
Ayer-Lord Tie company on an in-
spection trip.
-Early this morning a prowler
was seen around the back yards of
several residents on South Sixth
street between Clark and Adams
street. At one residence he was
frightened away and soon after was
discovered malting way with stove-
wood at a reeidence a few doors un
the street.
Notice!
On, and after July 15, 1907, all
Union Barber shops will close at 7
p. m. esteem on Saturday.
E. S. ZELLER, Sec.
Mem with long heads ere capable







F-1 URI NG this season if lawn
parties, festivals and other
outdoor functions, Japanese
Lanterns are In great demand.
e have imported a big ship-
ment of them direct from
.fspan, extra large cries, which
sell every place for liic each; as
we buy them direct, in large
quantities, frotn Japan, we are
able to ttell Line* genuine Jap
Lanterns, in tote of one/ dozen,
f'r
':- -6+e- vEc0434






The will of Frankie Dixon, colored,
of West Court .street, was filed in
the county clerk's office this morn-
ing. She names James Shit as exe-
cutor without band and bequeaths $5
to her •niece, •Cordy Long, and the
house on Court street. with wheat
other property she may have, to her
brother, Rube Baker, and niece, Liz-
zie Bedford. F. E. Graves and H. F.





George Clayton filed suit in circuit
court agaitiet the Illinois Centtrai rail
road for $100 damage allegro to have
been done to his household goods
shipped from Carteasville, Ill., to Ja-
ducah.
In Bankruptcy,
Referees, W. Bagby allooseettja tee
of $275 this morning to Attorneys
Graseham. Berry & Threlkeld. of
Smithland, and Eaton & Boyd. of
this city, foie representing the trustee
in the J. H. Nelson & Sons bank-
rupt Cabe. They asked for $500.
In Police Court.
Police court occupied most of the
morning today, the adjournment
coming just before noon. Tom Wit-
seal and K. B. Barns, drunk, $1 and
costs; Walter Page, disorderly con-
duct, dismissed; Clarence Laedram,
drunk and disorderly, $5 and costs;
Tom Allard, breach øf peaae, $5 and
costs; Roy Dale and J. W. G:adden,
igrand. larceny, held to anseer and
'bail fired at $200; Charles Brigga:
man, malicious shooting and wound-
ing, continued until July 20; Tom
Howard, detaining a woman against
her elia dismissed; Tom Simms, and
Vt ank \Vernon, malicious shooting
and wounaing, held to answer and
bail fixed at $200; Charles Phillips,
alias Grady, held to await requisition
papers.
NOTICE TO ICE CONSUMERS!
All parties that are charged more
than 40 cents per hundred pounds
for ice, please take number of wag-
on, name of driver and notify G. W.
Robertson Ice Co.
Notice.
To the Members of Paducah Court,
No. 5, T. B. H.
Deputy Organizer Cannon is no
longer in the employe of the su-
preme Tribe of Ben Hut and there-
fore should not be considered in any
way by the members of this court.
FRED ROTH, Scribe.
RODNEY C. DAVIS, Chief.















Misses Selma Pieper and Minnie
Rottgering Entertained a number of
their friends with a delightful outing
at the park last evening. Supper was
served and the evening spent in boat
riding and other pleasant diversions.
Those in the party were: Misses
Seinna Pieper, Minnie Rottgering,
Isabel Griffith, Katherine Pieper,
Olga Pieper, Louise Rottgering, Min-
ale Pieper, Emma Nanney, Ellie Holt,
Nelia Pieper; Messrs. Al Roth, Urey
Griffith, Marvin .Langston, Henry
Rottgering, Gilbert Hilley, Herman
Tof and T. Y. Foster.
%/0 'Jackson, Tenn., aarivee today for a returned home. She had been visiting
brief visit to Moe. A. Kerth, 815 her sister, Mrs. Harry George.
South Fifth street. Mr. T. C. Ennuersou has gone to
. Mas Mayotte and Forenve Olen- 'Mayfield, where he attended the fun-
siesta, of Evansiille. Ind., are 'isle eral f Mrs. W. H. Brizendine.
lag Mrs. August Kerth, 815 South Mr. Julius Well and wife pester-
Filth street, this eveek: day went to New York, Jameetows
Mr. DAr!1 Weigel, and Sirs. Dora Atlantic, City and ..:her
Wegel and children, leu a ena Julius, Miss Mantle Hem n Las sone to Me-
an: visiting 'Mr. tnd Mrs. August ryland Ky., to take a position in the
Kerth, of 815 South Fifth street. postoffice.
' Mr. E. J. Joynes, man:leer of the Mrs. Martha Cathren, of
ERA Tennessee Telephote company, Tenn., is visiting her sister
returned this morning from May- V. Steen.
Mr. W. D. Coburn, of St. Louis, is
visiting relatives in Paducah.
Mrs. A. N. Shepherd, of Broadway,
has gone to Jackson. Tenn., to visit.
Mrs. A. E. Tenon, of Berkeley,
Cal., will leaoe Saturday for her
home after visiting her daughter,
Miss Eleanor Trezevant. The latter
will accompany her mother as far as
St. Louis,
Mrs. Hal S. Corbett and children
will leave the last of this week for
Cerulean Springs to sojourn.
Mrs. Gus Dunn, of Birdsville, were
here yesterday.
Captain J. F. Beatty, the tie man
of Nashville, Tenn., arrived last ev-
ening,
Misses Ella and Anna Hit and
mother and Mr. Hugh Williams will
leave on the Lee steamer today for
the round trip to Cincinnati.
Messrs. Reuben Bagby and Robert
Fisher went to Evansville yesterday.
Sans Sestet Outing.
Misses Margery Crunabaugh and
Lula Reed entertained the Sans
Souci club today with a steamer trip
to Cairo on the D.ck Fowler. It is
the u trip given
Crunibaugh and Red for the club and
is one of the most enjoyable meet-
ings the club has the year round.
The boat :eft at 8 o'clock this morn-
ing and will return tonight at the
same hour. Several hours are given
in Cairo to se the town and try the
soda. fountains. In the _party were:
*Uses Clara Thompson, Hattie Ter-
rell, Ethel 'Morrow, Faith Langstaff,
Mary Scott, Margaret Park. Angie
Thomas, Myrtle Greer, and Mes-
dames Mabel Scott, Banie Gilbert,
Irene Hall, Blanche Flournay and
Misses Margery Crumbaugh and Lola
Reed.
In Honor of Birthday.
In compliment of Miss Nellie
CaveS twelfth birthday, Miss Cora
Benedict chaperoned a party of lit-
tle folks to Metropolis this morning
to spend the day. They went down
on the steamer George Cowling and
will return tonight on the 'Dick Fow-
ler. In the party were: Misses Nel-
lie Cave, Hannah Corbett, Gladys
Boiling, Bertha Ferguson, Mary
and Annie Smith, Susie Dabney,Mary
Cave and Katharine Donovan. Mas-
ters. Jack Cave,. Mark Smith, John
nerguson, Lawrence Cleaves, Pitman
North, Frank Scott, Ben and Phil-
lip Wallace end 17rsnit Donovan.
Sunday tictiooi Picnic.
A picnic will be given to the pu-
pils of the Cumberland Presbyterian
church tomorrow at the spring On
the Starr farm near the city. The
children will meet at the court house
tomorrow morning at 8:30 o'clock,
where wagons will be to take them to
the country. Dinner will be served
and the young people anticipate art
enjoyable day.
In Honor of Marriage,
In honor of the marriage of Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Franklin a pleasant
surprise pound party was given last
night at their home on Clements
street by their friends. An enjoyable
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Oloky Dumpling tries his earechuta sisseeee by th• cat,
field where he has been on business.
Mrs. M. T. Ritter, and children,
have gone to Memphis for a visit to
friends.
Me J. T. Webb, formerly county
judge of Graves county, passed
through the city this morning on his
way to Cairo.
Mr. A. K. Holifleid, of Maaffeld.
was in the city a short time this
morning on his way to Cairo.
Miss Ruby Mason Hicks, of Ha-
ssel, is visiting Mrs. Q. P. Wallace,
1202 Jackson street.
The Rev. H. A. Bourland, of Dal-
las. Tex., who has been visiting his
sister, Mrs. S. M. Gardner, of Jef-
ferson street, left yesterday to spend
a few days In St. Louis, from whence
he goes to Chautauqua, N. Y., to re-
main durini the chautatiqua.
Miss Rosie Dawson, of Princeton,
Is visiting Mrs. C. W. Lewis, 706
South Tenth street.
Mrs. E. C. Sellers, of St. Louis, is
Visiting her father, B. G. Tilley,
1412 Harrison street.
Miss Mary Leigh, of Chicago, will
arrive tomorrow evening to visit her
uncle. Mr. 0. P. Leigh, and her aunt,
Miss Ora V. Leigh, 1448 Broadway,
and Miss Madie Gardner. of the May-
field road.
Mr. and Moe James Webley, of St.
Louis, are visiting Dr. and Mrs. S. Z.
Graham, of Grahamville.
Ware, 520 North Seventh street
1,1iss Alice Mohan and Mrs. John J.
Donovan left last night for New
York, Washington and the James-
town exposition.
Mrs. P. H. Stewart will go to
Grayson Springs tomorrow for a vis-
it.
SUBMIT !REPORT ON HAFtRIMAN.
President and Attorney General Bon-
aparte Given Finding.
Oyster Bay, N. Y„ July 11.-Presi-
dent Roosevelt today received the re-
port of the interstate commerce com-
mission setting forth facts and con-
clusions arrived at as a result of the
investigation of E II Harriman's al
leged manipulations of certain rail-Misses Katie and Agnes Hoflich, of
Evansville, Ind., will arrive in the mad "'awes'
city this evening to visit their sister, A copy of the report also has been
sent to Attorney General Bonaparte.Mrs. Harry Green, of South Ninth
t e t.The statemeet was made today by
Secretary Loeb that Mr. Bonaparte'sMiss Margaret Griffin, of Fort Gib-
son, Miss., will arrive this afternoon recommendations doubtless would be
to be guest ofe her sister, Mrs. J. E. awaited by the president before he
directed any further move.
The conclusions of the commission
will not be made public until the at-
torney general's recommendations
have been received.
Mr. Hugh Williams, day clerk of
the Belvedere hotel, left today on
the Peters Lee for the round trip to
Cincinnati.
• Miss Ella Hill and mother left on
the Peters Lee this afternoon for the
round trip to Cincinnati.
Miss Margaret Champion, of Ed-
dyville, is visiting in the family of
Mr. B. H. Scott, Eighth and Madison
streets.
Miss Leta Wirnan, of Lowes, and
Miss Ida Young, of Bold Springs,
Tenn., are the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
I. C. Young, of Lone Oak.
Mrs. S. B. Pulliam and chneren
left this afternoon on the Peters Lee
for the round trip to Cincinnati.
Miss Eva Welkert has returned
from a several weeks' visit to Colum-
bus
Mrs. D. C. Wacox, who has been
visiting Mrs. Pat Hendley, at May-
field for the past few da:.:41 returned
home Wednesday.
Mr. C. L. Brunson, the florist, has
returned from Evansville.
Attorney J. D. Mocquot yesterday
went to Bowling Green to attend the
convention of the county attorneys
and county judges.
Mr. August Wurth, of Peoria, Ill.,
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Jose-
phine Wurth.
Managtr Thomas B. Upton, of the
Dixie mills, has returned from Ala-
bama.
Miss Clara Young, of St. Louis,has
gone home after visiting Miss Sophia
Burnett, of North Fifth street.
Mrs. Maggie Flack, of Mayfieldhas
The big knife is
more- important than








$20 suits today re-
duced to $16.





FRANCE MAY TURN DOWN
AMERICA'S TARIFF PLAN
Paris, July 11.- The government
has made its first examination of the
proposed tariff agreement between
France and the United States which
Ambassador Jusserand brought back
with him to Paris, and the impres-
sion created is decidedly unfavorable.
The proposals are being considered
in a friendly spirit, but it is yet too FOR EARLY
early j indicate the nature of the phone 2361,
counter propositIons that France will
make. It is almost certain, however,
that France will conclude that the
tariff concessions asked for by the
United States are entirely out of o
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a..a,
portion to what is offered. WANTED-A good cook, 408
Washington, old phone 2500.
PORTRAIT OF CZAR IS STOLEN. WANTED- Full size shucks, at'
111 1-2 S. Third.
Valuable Painting Taken From Na- FOR RENT- Cottage $8.00 per




Gets a nice full size
LAP BOARD
On Thursday, 11th.
The other fellow's price is
60 cents.
It k just what you need and can be
used for many purposes as well as
sewing. No phone orders taken.
fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
I ucero oated.




EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR DRY WOOD, Old Phone
2361.
FOR heating atd stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
tall. Reward paid for return to Wal-
lace Well, 403 N. Sixth.
LOST- On coach or at the Illinois
Central incline, evening on June 9, a
small telescope containing lady's and
child's clothing. Reward for return
to The Sun or information leading to
its recovery.
WANTED-For U S. army: Able--
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citinms of the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak: read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba. For information
breakfast wood old apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich-
mend House, Paducah, Ky.
BEST cent meals in City at GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won't25 
Whitehead's, be so easy to get next year. We can
trait of Emperor Nicholas, Of Ruse's,
has been stolen from the Berlin Na-
tional gallery. The theft was discov-
ered at the hour of °losing, when the
guardians noticed that the frame
which hitherto contained the picture
was empty. No trace of the theft
has been found. The stolen portrait
is striking. It is done in oils, and
represents the emperor in a brilliant
uniform mounted on horseback at the
head of his Waft
Berlin. July 11.-A valuable per- New City Steam Laund
use 400 machinists. Highest wages,CLEANING and pressing neatly
steady employment guaranteed. Trans
portation advanced to machinists
having first-class references. We
positively make no charge in any way,
manner, shape or form for secur-
ing jobs for machinists. Address
with references, The National Metal
Trades Association, Cincinnati, Ohio,
WANTED-Three girls. Apply, 
_ 
BUILDING F.4.LLS KILLING 3
Col. Lynch Set Free.
London, July 11.-On the eve of
his visit to Ireland, King Edward has
granted a free pardon to Colonel Ar-
thur Lynch, who was convicted of
high treason in 194)2 for having
fought in the Irish brigade on the
side of the Boers in the South African
war.
  1, .
rooms for . light
housekeeping, 329 S. Third.
FOR RENT- Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
Bt. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
Foil SALE or rent-An a
Remington typewriter. C. Boyd, 141
Farley.
FOR RENT--Nicely furnished
front room with bath and all conven-
iences: 837 Jefferson.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call at 111%
South Third street.
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also
box stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215
South Third street.
FOR RENT- FrOnt ground floor
office with use of reception room. Dr.
M. Steinfeld, 609 Broadway.
Thirty Men at Work on Side Which
Gives Way.
Philadelphia, July 11.- Three
' men are known to have been killed,
one fatally hurt and 18 others in-
jured in the collapse of a new con-
crete building today at the plant of
Bridgman Brothers company, in the
southwestern section of the city. The
building was just being roofed when
a section about 30 feet in width an 1
extending the entire depth of the
structure collapsed. About 30 men
were at work on the side which gave
way, and they were carried down in
the debris. The bodies of Marsh Hop-
kins and two unidentified negroes
have been taken from the ruins. It is
believed that there are others buried
• under the heavy mass of eoncrete.
.Colonel Lynch was sentenced to FOR RENT-F.ve room cottage, NOT TO ' '
death in 19-03. his sentence later was with all conveniences. Apply to Mrs. LOW-NECK GOWNS AS BAD.
commuted to imprisonment for life. J. OIL. laueknex.-Eightb and Jefferson. .
and I nJanuary, 1904, he was re-1 FOR SALE-- A surrey and also a
leased "on license." stanhope, both in good condition.
Address W. care The Sun.
Sex of the National Bird. LOST One tan grip at the UnionIt has been declared by, a lecturer
to the Mothers' club of New York 
station or on street car. For reward
,_
city that the official eagle of this coon 
new _iphone 950.
i
,try, as shown in authorized designs, FOR RENT- Four rooms all'
conveniences, over my store. Solo-
white tufts of feathers on head and
breast. The female eagle is larger i
Phone 1016-a.
and stronger than the male. Most CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.




      guaranteed,ThirdS:tlroeemtonp, 
Phonebird as a male. Ornithologists
eskycal
that the conventional design does not 1016-a.
indicate the sex. But the, law is
plain, In the desealiation Hirai
iaceepted by the continental congress.
I June 20, 1782, the masculine pro-
noun 'his" is used three times with




grisicFOR SALE-8%) feet of round top
Wit fence, In gated condition. Call
at 1102 South Fourth street, or tele-
phone 964.
-FOUND- A pair of nose glasse.
in a case. Owner may get them by
calling at The Sun office and pitying
for this ad.
FOR SALE-Patent for the im-
provement of brake-shoes for loco-
motives. Model at No 20 North
Seventh street. Elmer Lee.
ONE nice furnished room for rent.
All modern conveniences, gentlemen
preferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky
Avenue,
OR STOLEN--Liver colored
spaniel, answers to name of "Rope."
Return to C. 0, Ripley, Eleventh and
Caldwell streets, and receive reward.
Madison, W19., July 11.-After an
hour of humorous discussion, the as-
sembly killed the Hughes anti-tights
bill, which prohibited any actress or
woman performer from appearing In
'public with a skirt falling less than
'four inches below the knees. All of
the speakers gravely &imported that
they favored the bell, but Mr. Hughes
was the only member who voted for
;it. Simon Smith, of Beloit, said a
Jaw should be passed requiring ball
room gowns to come at least four
'Inches above the waist line. He said
that he believed society women of-
fended as much against propriety in
wearing extremely low-out dresses as
actresses did in wearing short skirts.
KING EDWARD AT DUBLIN,
Plidfikli in Proccesion Through street.;
and Visit Exhibition,
Dublin, July 11.-- King Edward
and Queen Alexandria this afternoon
visited the exhibition. Subsequently
their majesties passed in procession
through the streets of Dublin to the
Vice Regallodge. Dense crowds of
People everywhere aocorded the king
and queen with the heartier recep-
tion.
Wins Whist Trophy.
Chicago, Jely 11 - The Hamilton
Trophy, the principal of the contorts
Knicker-Got any mosquitoes in 
at time annual convention of Adkerican oi
a 
auto, guaranteed to be in excellent wlist,plautwomer_ko...a.
0".helleeell '"`"`"`"e. -.n.""'......"" . ...--...'fattl°11: ' "1"4"4"1 fer". 1"1"r Wcf'..4e ,ktrierlosin Whist league, wonSubbubs-No; the windows are too ing to leave town. Can be peen at today by Grand Rapids, Michsmall for them to get in.-New York





conclusion of the prell
- i weeks old. Ha a four white feet, were tied. t
AcitubthaendseethoentiChroieund ow,
I it le the scarcity of their remarks white spot on bead, white stripe day Grand Rapids was victor withthat makes some Women remarkable around the neck and white Up oe,eight tricks.
Seek Polar Secrets and Game.
North Sydney, B. C., July 11. -The
American schooner Jotin R Bradley,
bound for the arctic regions, arrived
here today. On board were its owner,
John R. Bradley, and Dr. Frederick
A. Cook, the scientist and explorer.
The craft is to commvd of Capt.
Moses Bartlett. Two otitbs will be
spent in the arctic circle, Dr. Cook
(devoting his time to scientific work,
!while Mr. Bradley Intends to shoot
big game. .




which engine you need, if you compare the 
I. H. C. with
others. The merits of I. H. C. engines are so 
apparent that
an examination will convince you that 
you need this engine.
A test will remove any doubt in 
your mind as to which
engine is the best. It is the I. H. C. Safe, 
simple, reliable,
economical. We. handle this engine and will be glad to
demonstrate it to you.
POWELL-R.OGERS CO
INCIl.PORATE.D
t 129 North 3rd. St. Paducah, Ky
Motor Boat Garage Company
General Supplies and Repairs
General agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
hunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.




Cock of the Walk.
It is not often tnat a barnyard
fowl attains-neighborhood popularie
ty, but such Is the case with a large
Massachnsetta red rooster belongng
to Charles Davis of St. John avenue.
A few weeks ago Mr. Davis was at-
tracted to his barnyard by the whines
of a half-grown setter 'pup he was
training. He found that the dog
had been driven into a corner and
was being savagel:.• attacked by a
hig cock, and before lie ccuid inter-
fere in behalf of the pup it had been
pretty heavily marked by the roost-
er's spurs.
Since that time Red, as he has
come to be called, has become the
neighborhood bully and refuses to
allow pigs or dogs to come within the
grounds under his rule. Curionsly
enough, dogs win, not fight back, but
actually run from his aasaults. As
for gamecocks, he has probably
, thrashed more of them than any oth-
er bird in the city.--Kansas C:ty
Jcutnal.
Extremes.
Life looked purty glum to me
. Several weeks ago, -
Thought dar waste g'winter be
No summer time, no mo.'
Roses lookeediscouraged like;
Bets, day acted queer;
Looked as if a general strike
Was declared dis year!
Suddenly de sky efts hot;
You kin scarcely turn
Roun' to notice till you's got
Settlmer time- to bum!
Got my wish so I won't be
Quick to wish no mo'.
Life looks jes' as glum to me
As it did befo'l
—Washington Star.
"He insists that he will not use
any money in his campaign;" "Yes,"
answered Senator Sorghnin. "but I
cannot be sure whether he is tre-
mendously conscientious or merely
cautious and economical."— Wash-
:ngton Star.
INSURANCE AGENTS


















These three attributes of a good bicycle van be found in the
Reading, Raeyele and Laclede Bicycles. TERMS EASY.
Sold and guaranteed hy
S. E. MITCHELL





Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All H ose Repairs
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot._ —20C
ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plumber.






Conferences at Capital Indicate Gov-
ernor Will Be Renominated
Easily.
HOW THE SITUATION SUMS I'P.
Springfield, Ill., July 11.—A re-
view of the Detest downstate cam-
paign organization was begun today
In Springfield, the governor receiving
leports from congressional distrists
which have been canvassed to ascer-
tain the strength of his candidacy.
The most interesting of the political
developments concerned the Eigh-
teenth district, Speaker Joseph G.
Cannon's home territory.
Postmaster William R. Jewell, of
Danville was one of those who re-
sponded to an invitation to visit the
governor He represents the men in
Mr. Cannon's home town who formed
the nuceleus of the movement to se-
cure for him the Illinois delegation-to
the national convention.
Just what Gov. Deneen said to Mr.
Jewell or what Mr. Jewell said to the
governor is not known, but Deneen
petitions are on their way to Vertell-
lion county, and will be circulated
there without any opposition from
the men who are endeavoring to
make Mr. Cannon president. Mr.
Jewell was informed that the Deneen
organization will be for Mr. Cannon
for president and representatives of
the Eighteenth district say that every
county in that territory will be for
the governor.
No De/wen-Cannon Conflict.
Although it Is denied that any-
thing like a Cannon-Deneen combina-
tion has been made, or that there is
any necessity for one, it is under-
stood both Mr. Cannon and MT. De-
neen will get along without Conflict.
Men who are working for 11r. Cannon
also will take care of the governor's
Mons. 
The men who attach themselves to
the Deneen organization do so in
writing, subscribing their names to
the membership rolls of the "Charles
S. Deneen Republican 'club." The
membership blanks which they sign
accompany the petitions, and are
headed with the following statement:
The undersigned hereby enroll
their namet, as members of the
Charles S. Deneen Republican club of
conoty, Ill., the purpose of
which is to use all honorable means
to nominate Charles S. Deneen as
the Republican candidate for gover
nor of Illinois at the Republican state
convention for 1908. It is under-
stood that no dues or financial obli-
gations of any kind are Incurred by
besoming a member of said club.
Each one of the downstate leaders
who has joined the Deneen organiza-
tion has his name subscribed to this.
Foresee Walkover for Governor.
From reports received today the
Deneen men get additional assurance
for their convfition thet there will be
no opposition to the governor in the
primaries. They admit that this is
an optimistic view to take of the situ-
ation, but assert that nothing has
been discovered in the canvassing of
the various counties to encourage the
belief that any one will try to make
the race. If there he no contest -in
Cook county they will consider the
governor's renomination an assured
fact.
In addition to rece•ving the repre-
sentatives, of congressional diarists
and individual counties the governor
during the day was in communication
by telephone with a dozen other coun-
ties.
among the men who brought in
word from downstate districts were
United States Martshal Charles P.
Hitch, Edgar county, Eighteenth
district; Charles G. Eckhart, Dougles
county, Nineteenth district; Col. Asa
C. Matthews and Ray N. Anderson,
Pike county; W. S. Horton, Peoria
county; c. J. Doyle, Greene county;
Homes J. Tice, Menard county; E. E
Caldwell, Mason county: R. R. Meents
Iroquois county; William S. Brown.
McDonough county; W. A. Boys, to
Salle county: J. A. Willoughby, St.
Clair county: W. S. Cowen, Carroll
county; Frank J. Hetnl, Morgan eosin
tY: W. H. Warder and Judge Dewey, 
Alexander county, and J. B. Messick,
St. Clair county.
Hitch Sure of Eighteenth District.
Marshal Mesh, who was Senator
eiiikee's campaign manageer In ths
primaries of last summer, says that
pverv county in the Eighteenth dis-
he carried for him If politi,n1 indi-
catloos ere worth anything.
The governor himself does not
know whether he will have to light or
not, and, while hoping for peace, is
preparing for war it a contest is
forced. He and his friends take the
position that during the present ad-
ministration there has been nothing
done by the governor to create party
discord and there will be nothing
done now. •
The Deneen campaign plan Is to
remain entirely on the defensive. The
governor's frkestis say that in prev-
ious administrations the party has
had well developed faction's' warfare
by the second year of each governor
and that thus for there haw been none
n-- r amIrri Toe, myth*
that he has endeavored to prevent It
so far as It was possible for a gover-
nor to prevent It.




For sweaty feet and
abnormal perspira-
tion on any part of
the body. This
remeily is not de-
signed for a tempo-
rary relief, but is
absolutely guaran-




While candidates for governor have
pot come out openly in the race yet,
aspirants for the office of secretary
of state are becoming more numerous
every day. Fred Stirling, of .Roack-
ford, a member of the Pontiac board.
makes the latest announcemept. W.
Scott Cowen, of Carroll county, an-
Iother of the northern counties, has
BA LOON HOUSE
BLOWS DOWN IN HEAVY GALE AT
SPITZDERtiEN.
\\niter Wellman's 'Expedition Meets
Revere,- at Outset That Will
Take Time.
Spitabergen, July 5, via Tromsorl,
Norway, July 11.—The balloon house
of the Wellman-Chicago Herald Arc-
tic expedition was damaged by a
storm on Jttly 4 and although the air-
ship was uninjured, the accident prob
ably will delay the departure of the
exposition, the members of which, by
dint of hard work all night long man-
aged to save the building from being
wrecked. The Frithjof dragged her
?meteors half a mile during the storm
and will be dispatched to Tromsorl
for repairs.
All ,the members of Wellman's par-
ty are In good health. it is expected
the start for the pole will be made In
the beginning of August.
RAILROAD NOTE]
. .
been regarded as a candidate for the 
M. J Harper, Pa
in the Illinois Central shops, has replace, and if he comes out. Stirling '
turned to work after his recent ill-wit have an opponent !n the northern
tier. 
iness.
Mr. Joseph Harper was painfully
Secretary Rose is a cautouate for scalded yesterday on the neck by a
a fourth term in the office, and CICCTO steam hose blowing off and the steam
.1 tindly looks on the place with
kindly eyes.
The Voice ot Experience.
Little Ethel twith an eye te business)
--suppose. Tommy, you were to give
mu the choice of those two apples of




Tomnis-'Cos Iwouldn't be necessa-
ry.-Woman's Home Companion.
Pen Economy. .
The merchant before filling his
inkwell dropped in two or three old
pens and poured the writing fluid
upon them. ,
1."Thus," he said, "I practice econ-.
omy, prolonging three or four times;
i
the life of all my pens. You see,I
the corrosive power of the ink, which
is Immensely strong, vents itself in
the old pens kept in the well and has
little or no strength left wherewith
to attack the pen I have In use. Try
;this scheme, young man, and you
will find that your pens will Pm
tically never wear out.—New York
Press.
He Had Enough.
"Here's a note:- said the postal
clerk, "from a man complaining that
his mall isn't delivered regularly."
"What's his name?" asked the
chief.
"'Vladevoledoweschowski.' "
"Huh! with that name you'd
think he had all the letters he need-
ed."—Philadelphia Press.
At Fushima, Japan, there is a
gold-lined well, affording abundant
water to supply garrisoned castle.
The world's population is estimated
at 1,480,000,000 persons.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Louisville, Ky., Round
trip $2.50. Special train
leaves Paducah 4:30 p. m.,
Saturday, July 20; returning
leaves Louisville 4 p. m., Mon-
day, July 22. Tickets good on-
ly on special trains in both
directions. No extension will
be granted; no baggage will
be checked.
Nashville, Tenn. Round trip
$2. Special train leaves Pa-
ducah 9:25 a. in., Sunday,
July 14; returning leaves
Nashville, 8 p. m., Monday,
July 15. No extension will be
granted; no baggage will be
on special trains going and
returning.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
exenrsions on special dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to







AO City Ticket Cflice
R. M. PRATHER,
nt Union Depot
and hot water rushed out before he
could jump aside.
The old derrick, No. 72, is in the
shops for repairs and a general over-
hauling. The work has been started
and in about ten days it will be ready
to be taken to Birmingham, Ala., on
the Birmingham district, where it will
be put in service. Since the new
steel derrick has been in service here
the wooden derrick has been on the
side track.
Mr. Thomas .McGargal, a pipe fit-
ter at the Illinois Central shove, had
a narrow eseape from being seriously
hurt yesterday while at work. Mr.
McGargal was putting in a piece of
piping under a car when an engine
backed in and gently hit the cars be-
more stoppiag. Fellow workmen-
shouted a warning and in trying to
get out from under the car McGargal
bruised his right shoulder. Mr. Mc-
Gargal was not disabled by the acci-
dent and was on duty this morning.
Thomas Emerson. an employe in
the blacksmith department of the Illi-
nois Central shops, liati three fingers
on his right hand crushed yesterday
A piece of machinery weighing about
504) pounds was being removed and
one time it was slipped a little too
far and Emerson's hand was caught.
The mangled fingers were dressed at
the hospital.
An excursion will be run through
Paducah Saturday from Fulton on
account of the meeting of the Masons
and Odd -Fellows in Lauisville. The
excursion originates in Fulton and
stops will be made at all stations
along the line. The excursionists
will return home Monday.
111AYFIELD.
On last Monday night, Mr. Roy
Farrell and Miss Willie Wilkersob,
of this city went to Fulton, where
they were married by 'Squire Fu-
trell. They returned on the mid-
night train, and will make their
home In this city.
Mr. Farrell is the rural mail car-
rier on route 12.
Ed Atkins, a prominent young man
of Palmersville, dropped dead Mon-
day while stand-lug in shallow water
in Obion river. In company with sev-
eral friends he went in swimming.
After swimming a while the bathers
got on the bank and ran a foot race.
While very warm from the exertion
AthIng waded Into the water and
suddenly fell dead.
Gentlemen from Farmington have
filed with County Clerk H. A. Coul-
ter articles of incorporation for a
bank. The following are the officers:
Dr. W. B. Stokes, president; R. C.
Chunu, cashier. The directors are
James Thompson, Dr. J. R. Skinner.
C. T. Henry and Wm. Chuau. The
capital stock is $1,500 divided into
150 shares of $100 each. The new
bank hopes to begin business October
1st.
Benton Wedding.
Saturday afternoon, at the reel
deuce of the Rev. N. S. Castleberry ar
Benton, Miss Georgia Fisher was
united In marriage to Mr. Rip Wolfe,
both of Benton Mrs. Wolfe Is the
young daughter of Judge Fisher, and
she Is an attractive young woman
with holes of friends in Marshall
county. Mr. Wolfe is the son of l-
and Mrs. W. Speer Stone, formerly
of Benton, but now of Princeton.
They left for Princeton after the
ceremony to visit the groom's par-
ents and where they will probably
make their future home.
Miss Giltbonde--Papa has the gout
In both feet. Why, where are you
going, Freddy? Freddy Flittercoin--
it looks to me as if this is a good time
to ask him for yon.—Illustrated Bits.
u"b"lisaiet
success, Mal it?
Well, I should say, so! Why, 1
haven't sees my bsubane and chil-
dren for nearly a mostk.—Ltte.
A Man is Knownj he Tele=
phone HqKeeps
Paducah people demand thl best and we meet the
demands of the est people.
EAST TENNES§EPHONE CO.
American-German National Bank
Capital ...... •• • • '•-•" ".."Surplus and undivided profits
$230,000.00
 100,000.00
Stockholders liability    220,000.00
Total   $1S60,000.00oo.00
Total resources 
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Ou.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, Supt.. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President.—
T., J. ATKINS, Vice President





We are ready for all hinds ef hauling.
TELEPIIONF 499
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.. 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
133.524 N. Pourth St., Phonaus 7/17























for all Kidney aid
Bladder Disease .
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one lax
Will cure any ordinary case of Mal-
ley or bladder trouble. Removes
aravel, •cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
Men and women. Sold at 60 cents
per box en the no cure no pay beide
by McPherson's Drug store, Feurta
and Eiroadway, sole agent for Padu-
fah, or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louis-
Tills. KY.
"Fighting Bob" Laughs.
War and rumors of war with Ja-
pan provoked a hearty deep-sea
laugh yesterday front Rear Admiral
Robley D. Evans, who has taken up
his headquarters on board his flag-
ship, the Connecticut, w'hich just at
present is high add dry in dry dock
at the Brooklyn navy yard.
When talk of war with Japan was
mentioned the Rear Admiral Chuc-
kled and then remarked:
"It is silly. There is no more rea-
son to think that because certain
roughs in San Francisco wreck a
Japanese restaurant it is a reason for
war with Japan than to suppose that
because hoodlums in Chatham Square
throw bricks through a Chinese
laundry's windows it is a cause of
war with China."- New York Trib-
une.
WOR
"I )ad for ysars suffered from what medical men
milled Dyspepsia and Catarrh of the Stomach. In
August 1 purchased • box of thiscsrets and was snr
prised te flask tams I 'bad 'irim"-rmi-a
squirming mast left me. Judge our doctor • star.
Prise when I showed him thirty feet, and in anotherday the remainder( abou t the same lengthier a tape-worm that had been sapping my vitality for years.
en3nYed the heat of health ever since. I trust
this "."1 ,niAl will aPlie•i to other sufferers."




Pleaaast, Palatable, Plgient. Taste Good. Do Good,per hitches. Weak Wen eV Gripe, e. 21e, 50. NeverIn Milk. The genuine tablet stamped CC C.ranteed to care or your infmry back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 5•4
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
FAUN AND ViONIEti
Use Big (A for unh•tura
te 1 se t Aare. diechergacinflanimationt
Irritations or u.l.ceis41,,c
am .4 ...IQ', of mucous niem bra:Aar
PMNAACKIMAKK. Painless, and out aetria
VANSCRIERIEMCO. ',sot or pOieen....us.
eusaamito Bold by NIftwoollisis.
a ILA. or mot in plain wrap's,
by warms. Prwlimid. S.
MS& ,r1),ttses -ors.
DR. 0. R. K DD
office 20-1 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Telephones: Office 330; residence
987.
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. m.; 2 to '
p. m; Sundays, 2 to 3 p. m.
EVAPE-VILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE




Steamers Joe Fowler and John
Hopkins, leave Paducah for 11vanee
Ville and way landings at 11 a. in.
Specie; excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant mule on the
boat. Tabl- unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
Loaves Pakoscah for Oeiro and wa)
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or witlout meals
an1 room. Good music and table un•
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pan. Agent, Of
Giveg,t4Fowler, City NAB. Agent, al
Fow ler-Crumbaugh & Oo's. WENS
Both phous4 No.




Leaven Paducah for TeNtressee River
Every Wednesday -at 4 p. as,
A, W. WRIGHT.... ....... Master
RUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
sonapanty Ja /Riot tiesPossible
'tor Invoice charges tiniest! colleeed by
the el•rk of the boat.
SpecisA excursion rates from Padu-
eah to Waterloo. Faro for the round
trip $1 en • Leaves Psiduradi weer?
SVedneoda4 0 4 p. i. , •
•
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUS
•••••••••••••••••* *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •
1
 ..•.: The KING d• •
DIAMONDS.
By Louis Tracy,• •Author of ••Wings of the Morning," "The Pillar of •I •••
•••
••








(Continued From Yeeteeday.) .
"Just for once, mamma, you shall
not care a little bit, and none may be
the WISPT. Here is Mr. Anson-quite
an elegant himself-he would never
guess that our gowns were home-
made."
'Ville women, dear one-they will
know."
"Oh, you deceiver! You said my.tollet
was perfect, and I am quite sure yours
is."
This logic wee incontrovertible. Mrs.
Atherley sighed and asked what took
place the previous night.
Philip imagined that the girl hung
back, so he boldly undertook an expla-
nation. By describing the cabman as
apparently intoxicated and certainly
Impudent he covered a good deal of
ground, and the rest was easy.
When they reached the Savoy, the
anxious mother had relegated the in-
cident to the limbo of unimportant
things. Only one other matter trou-
bled her--the somewhat uneonven-
Bonet origin et her daughter's ac-
quaintance with this pieasaut manner-
ed young gentleman.
She was far too tactful to hint at
such a point just then. It should be
ryserved for home discussion.
Meanwhile they were early arrivals.
The head wafter marshaled them to a
window table. Mrs. Atherley
She knew her London.
"You were sure we would accom-
pany you?" she cried.
"Not at all sure; only hopeful," said
Philip.
"Ale well, it is good occasionally to
revisit the old scenes. No. Elf, I will
.it here. I will not be en face to that
row of tables. Half a dozen people
svonid eartainly recognise me, and I do
not wish it." ,
Elf! The name drove Philip's
thoughts backward with a bound-
back to a torrential night In a London
square and the tearing open of a car-
riage door in time to save a sweet lit-
tle girl all robed in white who but for
him would have fallen with an over-
turned vehicle.
Elf! It was an unusual pet name.
The child of ten years ago wonid be
about the age of the lively and apiritu-
elle girl by his side. The child had
faced her enraged uncle on that memo-
rable night. The woman-had refused
to leeve him when she thought danger
threatened In the park.
Could it be possible? He was star-
tled, bewildered, utterly dumfounded
by even the remote possibility that
another figure from the past should
come before him in such wise.
"Mr. Anson! What have you found
in the menu to perplex you si terribly?
Does danger lurk in the :tamale do
printemps? Is there a secret horror in
the salmi?"
Evelyn's raillery restored his scat-
tered wits.
"May I say something personal?" he
inquired.
"About the lamb?"
"About you? Mrs. Atherley called
you 'Elf' just now."
"Yes. I regret that I earned the title
in ages past. The habits have ceased,
but the name remains."
"I once met a little girl named Elf.
It was ten years ago on a March even-
ing in a West End square. There had
been a carriage accident. A pair of
horses were frightened by a terrific
thunderstorm. The girl was accom-
panied by a somewhat selfish gentle-
man. He jumped out and left her to
her own devices; indeed, slammed the
door in her face. A ragged boy"-
"A boy with newspapers-a boy who
spoke quite nicely-saved her by run
Dillg Into the road. The carriage over-
turned, in front of Lord Vanstorie's
house. I was the girl!"
Both ladies were amazed at the ex,
preesion on Philip's face. He betray
eft such eagerness, such intense long-
ing. such keen anxiety to establish her
identity with the child who figured in
an accident of no very remarkable na
ture, that they could tot help being
vastly surprised.
Their astonishment was leat lessened
when Philip exclaimed:
"And I was the boy:"
"But I said 'A boy with newspa-
pers.'"
"Yes, a very urchin, a waif of the
streets."
"My uncle struck you."
"And you defended me. saved me
from being locked up. In fart."
"Oh, this is too marvelous. Mother,
you must remember"-
"My dear one, I remember the event
as if it had taken place yeatPniay.
Your uncle wteild not have cared Were
you killed that night. All he wanted
was your money. Now he ham that
and mine. He eras. Indeed, a wicked
man."
"Mother, dear, h• Is unhappy. Are
wet But. Mr. Anion, what wonderful
change in your fortunes has taken
plifee since our first meeting? Di the
newspaper trade so thriving that a car-
riage and pair, a dipper at the atroy,
stalls at the Berrettas hall and a bee
quiet from Ttneafindat are mere trite-
minge, no to speak, to a busy day?"
"Evelyn:" protected Mrs. Atherley.
Rut the girl WAS ton buoyant, too nt-
terty oblivitalls of all that AN meeting
meant to Philip, to Ceasei from etailleg
him.
• afileseta'afaa*evermatle- tellevie-the
cret will moll any paper pia name
I get 5 enhaeite for alleging two song"
I admit. but I may only sing them Once
month. I have loads of time to red
atiaelt crying - 'Panty atiesbni! 'Orrible
it stet a Or iteee the Mngic hiring
,• -.4. •
4
from writing those thrilling stories
one sees placarded on the hoardings?
I believe I could do it. I once won a
prize in a lady's magazine for a set of
verses, the genuine and unaided pro-
duction of a girl aged under fourteen."
Philip compelled himself to respond
to her mood. He promised to reveal
his specific for money making at some
future period when she was sufficient-
ly dazzled to accept his 'words as those
of it prophet.
With the tact of a woman of the
world. Mrs. Atherley led the converse-
tam back to less personal channels.
The great restaurant was rapidly till-
ing now. The occupants of neighbor-
ing tables cast occasional giant-es at
the merry trio which discussed the
foibles of the musical .world, the ways
of agents, the little meauneseea anti
petty spites of tbe greatest artists and
incidentally did ample Justice to an
encellent meal.
Philip thought he had never before
met such a delightful girl. Evelyn
was quite certain hint some unkrown
good fairy hnd given her this pleasant
acquaintance, and Mrs. Atherley, after
a allent spasm of regret that bet
daughter should be dented the position
in the greater world for which she was
so admirably fitted, abandoned herself
to the infections gayety of the younger
people.
Both she and Evelyn confessed to a
feeling of renewed surprise when Phil-
ip happened to mention his London ad-
dress. 
.
Whatever faults the denizens of Park
lane may possess, that of being en-
knows cannot be reckoned among
them, and Mm's. Atherley in a period
not very remote knew the occupants
of every hOuse in that remarkable thor-
oughfare. She could not, however, re-
call the name of Anson.
At last- a twee enjoyable meal risme
to an end. Philip, supported most ably
by a skilled head waiter, spun it out to
the utmost possible limit, but the inex-
orable clock would not be denied.
Ile thought the two ladies might pre-
fer to drive home alone., so he sent
them away in his carriage and made
an excuse that he had an appointment
at his club. In truth he wattled to be
free to walk far and fast while his; ex-
cited brain demanded a solution of the
strange congeries of events which had
so crowded Into his life during forty-
eight hours.
About the time that Philip's coach-
man safely deposited Evelyn and her
mother at their residence Victor Gre-
nier, again attired in evening dreas and
accompanied by Jocky Mason, whose
hum, frame erne Me/teed - 1n a suit of
gray tweed, entered a fashionable West
End bar and found an elegant young
person leaning against the marble top-
ped counter, engaged in a war of wits
with a barmaid.
The arrival of the two men, however,
put a quick stop to the badinage. The
youth quitted the counter with a care-
leas discourtesy that annoyed the girl
to whom he was talking.
"Well," he demanded from Grenier,
"did anything happen?"
"Jimmie," was the cool reply, "I told
you that your stupid ruse last night
would result in failure. Far worse; it
has auppliel you with a rival against
whom you may as well give up the
game at once."
"Rot!" cried the other fiercely, with
an oath. "Don't Irritate me. Tell me
plainly what has gone wrong now"
"She wits there and sang delightful-
ly. 'Pon my honor. tate is a pretty
girl. But the man was there, too, and
he managed to improve so well on the
opportunity you were kind enough to
provide for him, Jimmie, that after her





We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and meohanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known. 1
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
also burns without any of Its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; It will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
160 % pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
for bottle.
26c I pt. and bottle; lflo rebate
for bottle.
960 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.:
WINSTEAD
Priest ionise se hisphse Orders.
Seventh and Broadway,:
met him at the malts entrance, and
they drove off together to the Savoy
In a carriage and pair."
"Then who the deuce is he?" de-
tbanded the angry youth.
"I tell you, Jimmie. you have no
earthly chance. Last night's intruder
was none other Gum Mr. Philip Anson,
the millionaire."
"Philip Anson. Great Scott! Re-
ef all men in the world:"
The younger Man became very pale,
and his eyes rolled in a species of de-
lirious agitation. But Jocky Mason
had caught the name, though he did
not comprehend the exact subject of
their discourse.
"Philip Anson!" he said. "If there's
anything on foot where Philip Anson
is concerned, count we as his enemy.
Curse lam! Curse him to all eternity!"
And be struck a table with his great
fist until other men began to stare, and
Grimier was forced earnestly to coun-
sel his associates to control themselves
in such a public place.
(Continued in Next Issue.)
Muskoka the Beautiful.
Do you know the place? If not,
your pleasure has suffered. Take a
free trip, a mental little journey
through Muskoka by asking for that
handsome Muskoka Folder issued by
the Grand Trunk Railway System-
it contains a large map, lots of views,
and a fund of facts. Take the journey
some evening after supper with your
wife and children. Then slam the
door on the doctor for 1907 by-tak-
ing your family on a real journey
through the Muskoka district this
summer. Less than a day's journey
from principal American cities. The
Ideal Family Resort. For all partic-
ulars and handsome illustrated pub-
licatiod free, apply to W. Robinson,
506 Park•Building, Pittsburg, Pa,
Raised His Ship From the Deep.
"A story of heroism of the sea
rivaling that of Gilliat in "The Toil-
ers of the Sea," has just been enacted
in the Pacific ocean," said John P.
Barnes, a San Francisco merchent.
"It is the story of an intrepid sea
captain who resurrected a sunken
ship that had been given up for lost
and put her in such good condition
that she has broken all records for
sailing craft around the Horn.
"This sea captain lived at San
Diego until a year or two ago, having
retired on a modest income. His
name is Thayer. One day he read in
the papers of an auction sale of the
hulk of a ship in the South Seas. He
went to San Francisco, where he
found that the ship had been valued
at $250,0'0•0 and had been grounded
in a storm, deserted by the crew and
supposedly pounded into a shapeless
mass upon the rocks. But he thought
he would take a chance, and so he
bid her in for $1,100, getting a law-
yer in Oakland to take a half interest.
"Getting together a wrecking crew,
he traveled 7,401) miles to the Island
of Manga Riva, where, through heroic
efforts and after many months, he got
the ship to the level and towed her
back across the smooth summer seas
to San Francisco. There the vessel
was rebuilt into a three-masted bark.
Captain Thayer came on to Washing-
ton and got the government to regis-
ter the British ship Pyrenees, for.that
was It soriginal narnee, as the bark
Mange Rive. Then, after the refit-
ting had been completed, he sent her
to Swansea Wales. The bark made
the fastest time ever attained by any
sailing vessel between the Pacific and.
Atlantic oceans. Captain Thayer is
now enjoying the income from his
daring, and his name is being paraded
up and down the Pacific coast among
the marine folk as Um* modern Gil-
hat -Washington Post,
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
bladder? Have you a flabby ap-
pearance of the face especially under
the eyes? If so, Williams' Kidney
Pills will cure you-at Druggists.
Price 50c.
Vialliams, Mfg. Co., Propel., Cleve-
land, 0.
Carelessness About Postage.
The carelessness of American busl-
noes men in forwarding letters to
foreign countries has become a decid-
ed nuisance, so that the British gov-
ernment has been called upon to pro-
test against the number of letters,
Which arrive in that country insuM-
ciently stamped. The penalty is dou-
ble postage, hut many persons refuse
to maks the Payment, so the letters
are returned and great inconvenience
arises. The fault seems to lie with
the, carelessness of business men in
allowing postage stamps to he af-
fixed by oft e boys. There are few
men who attend to this duty them-
selves or take the trouble to see that
the duty has been properly perform-
ed. Thousands of letters for foreign
cities are mailed with only a 2-cent
stamp affixed. Others weighing more
than one-half ounce carry only 5
rents. The office be) is apt to be in
a hurry at the end of the day, and





For the oil,' Weir curt of Cmighs.
Asthma, and Won, lima Steal' Lunn m.m-
Valuta reading( to Consumpt gateereasee
Tar and Wild Gh•rry have for ages main-
tained •it established reputation Ile • rtastlard
(Neigh Remedy it contains no opium or harm-
ful &egg, Mt he given with safety So children.
Price CIAO. Sold by Maly& tAn.
entitania m g Ca. Props , Cleveland. O.
'"faitlite-afffeir Parrett? if+ ietttislr-
is nothing hmit keeeinc a few feat
ahead of the sheriff
JAP ADMIRAL
GUEST OF NATION, WILL REMAIN
UNTIL JULY 15.
Yanianiato Being Entertained and In-
ters leaved in New York-War
1Pake.
New York, July. Admiral
Baron Yamatnato, one of Japa.tas
moat dietingtriabod naval officers, as a
guest, of New York.. The admiral
and suiteawill remain until July 15.
The admiral's first day in New
York was a busy one. He was inter-
viewed by half a hundred reporters.
had his photograph takeen a score of
times, received visits from Major
General Frederick D. Grant, Rear
Admiral Robley D. Evans, Caplatia J.
D Adams, acting comtuander of the
New York navy yard, and a number
of other military and naval men, he
also took a long automobile ride and
dinner with members of his party.
In his interview the admiral de-
preciated the war scare which has re-
tent!). appeared in botb Japan and
America. He said that no small inei:
dent could break" the friendship
which has existed for so many years
between Japan and the United States,
and that he thought the sensational
press of the two Onintries was large-
ly to blame for the war talk. As to
the prospective transfer of the _atlan-
tic battleship squadron to the Pacific
coats, that it was a matter [Karat- for
the American government to decide
and one that did not interest him in
the least, except in that it was a
novel naval experiment.
Admiral Yamamato took occasion
to deny that on his return- to Japan
he would become the leader of the
progressive party. He said he had
served in one cabinet-he was minis-
ter of marine during the war with
Russia-and that he had no desire to
have anything to do with polities.
The Wladom of tbe &argent.
'If PO le. It AR it is, Williyma, it is,
an' if so be as it ain't, It ain't."
"Aye, aye, Jarge. (ii allus said as
yur was a deep 11n, Of did."-Tatler.
Weird and Greweome Collections.
A man in Bournemouth once con-
nected with the criminal investigat-
ing department of Scotland Yard has
a most weird collection. His port-
folios contain all the official bills
offering rewards for the apprehension
of murderers and other serious of-
fenders. Several of these wanted
men read copies of these very bills
posted in public places, among them
being Lefroy, James Canham Read
Firth and Neill Cream. He has many
varieties of bills offering rewards in
connection with the Whltectiapel
murders; no bill was ever circulated
in such thousands, and the "Ripper"
tragedies cost the country an enor-
mous sum for printing.
A newspaper cutting attached to a
double-murder announcement in his
collection was found in the possession
of Neill Cream, perhaps the most cal-
lous murderer in the history of crime.
The cutting relates to one of the
horrid crimes with which he was
charged, and Is very neatly cut out,
a sthough the monster who performed
the work had no tremor in reading of
his ghastly deeds..
MTS. Curtis, the wife of a Chicago
journalist, possesses a grewsome
necklace, which was exhibited et the
World's Fair. The necklace is com-
posed of three rows of human eyes in
a perfect state of preservation, pol-
ished and mounted In gold. The eyes
were obtained front Peru, where the
dead are burled in, a sitting posture.
and the hot, dry air acts more effect-
ively than any embalming fluid in
preserving them. A mummy can
there be obtained for a sovereign.
and the eyes alone are much cheaper.
Polished and mounted as they are in
this necklace, they make a very strik-
ing ornament. Mrs. Curtis is said to
have worn the necklace once, and it
was much admired until her friends
were informed that they were petri-
fied human eyes and not gems.
"You say you were in the saloon
at the time of the assault referred to
In the complaint?" questioned the
lawyea.
"I woe /tor," replied the witness.
"Did volt take cognisance of the
barkeeper at the time?"
"I don't know what he called it,
aor, but I took what the test did."-
Milwaukee Sentinel.
"IV4i4er• tie-eme-evefter."- void-
artistic young woman. "music or
poet ry !" "Poetry," answered Miss
Cayanno. "You can keep poetry shut
Even if you gain I an inch you up in a book You don't have to






Indorsed by Ilicinesa Mcn. laterporated. $a00.000.00 Capital
29 Colleges in le States. ja . L fraagbea. rms.
Safe
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
Lows as the Up-to-Daie Business Schools






BY A PUTIRRIC IS Doiik- nese OT IlInstratIni; Y1:1.1 i ' Sm '11
NAIL keeping, Batik no Fivie persons in each County,
  S h ort ha ad, Pro- attend a business collears, who wt.1 414
t au turtle, Totegnsphr, Letter CLIP and send this notice (mentioning Ibis
iv aline , Law. IleCINHAACAI Drawing, is usi • paper) to Draughon'n,rracsiessi Bus. emus., :
PADUCAH, 314 BiltiaADWAY;
or Evaneiville, alemphis or St. Lents.
THE IDEAL, RAIVIIL.1( RESORT
AM ("SF-ME:NITS-Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
Fish I
Rates IT It $10 SI per week, $25 is $37.50 per MB. Spacial Rates Is Families. Parties am
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
Mersa. Refaced Rama Trip Rain of 1640 per Ulises Ceatrai Ream
Electric lighted, Stearn heated, Capacity 000 guests.
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
•
GRAYSON SPRINGS   KY.
Most noted waters and baths in Ameriets
NIERCKE BROS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS KY.
mANITouGan be enjoyed in safe deamit 
on the STEEL STLAassatIP
OR COMFORT, REST At, PLEASURE
It otters an unequalled occsortunity
Irst Class Only-Passenger Service Exclusively
ple
fort, Charle•ala PeteeLey. limber Apring• and ',Lead
71112eritir‘c.alfill.theilige":1•11.1:11:17:tawti.71,4'":11a:7771.1.deLormarr.
Osamilaa relate. Ask abcrut oar Week.ond Tripe for Hum mese
Neu For Term.. BoOklota an,1 goomr•-•(10[1.,
BA SEROLZHEIN, G. P. A. Mandato Steamship Co., Chicago
Scoundrels Abroad in the 1.111111.
Ray Forcum and the Pilot man
were not the only ones who suffered
from the operations of the clothes
line thief last week. The Rev, 0.
A. White reports the loss of a suit
of underwear, but says he has anoth-
er suit, so he is in better shape than
the other losers. Ray doesn't mind
his loss muah, as he looks well with
his coat buttoned up, and no one
can tell front outside appearances
whether the newspaper man hasr
socks on or not. Therefore the af-
fair is not so serious but that it
might have been worse. What if
the man had taken our pants? Gee!
-The Pilot. Whitefish, Montaca.
Use Sul 'rant ads. for results.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop,
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates ;2.00. Two large saniule
looms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights-





AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New , Discovery
FOR COUGHS serR&Ir$iO3.OLDS Trial Bottle Free




Jo), iauta So poor Jones, the toy-
maker, has gone out of his mind.
Stryepes- Yes! He had been busy
for three months on a mechanical
tramp, and he couldn't get it to
work.-Al:y Sloper.
The only way to curtail the giving
of advice is to make it compulsory
for mee to follow what they give. •
HENRY AMEN JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Rook Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
Oak Dale Hotel
Brtataleptart,
Rates $1 a Day. ErtrIthtng 0 K
art. J. k imbue. Prapoetress.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion natal_
from Paducah to Cincinnati,
St. Louis and Memphis, which
are ass follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
return  $11.00
St. Louis  7.50
Memphis  7.50






Spend your vacation on the Great
Lakes and travel via the large. safe
and comfortablo ntesanere of the
B. A C. Line. Your local ticket agent
wtli••,11 you through tickets via the
1). A An. to all Great Lake Ro-
om" • ft mammoth new s P'. -
In z i.2S0,0013.00 wilt be in •
between Detroit and Cletuatid
season foott.
vas Co & C TIME TABLE
LA At WRIC DIVISION MACKINAC DIVISION
Len» Dnir it day  10.31 P. M. 1..v.Toledo Mondays & •Ssturdays 9305, M.
AM. C l. land doily 5 30 A. M. • T uesclays & Thunder' 4.00 P.M.
Leave Clev land daily  10 15 P. M. lv.Detinft Mondays& •Saturdey• 5 10 P. M.
Amos Deb .rt daily 5  30 A. U. Wodnesderi & F•Idays 9 31 5. At
Fear Tripe per week •comeseecaNg J.. imh.Tri•Week y DartIght Trim hetwere floorage ami ri...a.4 danng 3517 and AugnmeL Frmn Jun•
IS, la Po teethe, lett the C a 'I* Lime will operate de4'ter...m5.07 between Clemamd. Pnt-N-Innymd Teolorle.
Ponta • t n erat stamp for install-M.-4 pamphlet. Address. T.. 0. LaMar) P. A., Del-mit, ili,h.
DETISO T & CLEVELAND NAV. CO. Pelee N.11•1111ea, Pres. A. A. Neanta, (Mal Ent,
This is the season when















Artificial Raising of Lobsters.
Providence, R. 1., July 11.—Te
amongst lobsters frcm June to Octo-
ber seems an odd pert of a colleg
boy's education. Everybody, nearly
has awakened to theh fact that the
higher training of today embrace
somehing besides Latin. Greek and
mathematics, even if those studies are
still a proper part of a liberal educe
tion. The story of Louis Agaseles
giving a student who came to
learn zoology a lot of clam
him to
shells
with Instructions to take hem away
and study hem is familiar to almost
everyone. But for a group of husky
young fellows to spend their whole
summer In a sleepy fishing village In-
cessantly feediug and observing
schools of tiny lobsters, recording al-
most limitless statistical data in note
books and drawing pictures of the di-
minutive beasts in heir various stages
of development—why, that's enough
certainly to excite the laughter of
weather hardened old fishermen who
have supplied the United States with
sea food these many years, dredging
the oysters of Narragansett Bay or
following the sea from Nantucket to
Barnegat.
Or rather, it would excite their
laughter, except that the work of the
college boys already bids lair to make
it easier for the fisherman to get his
living from the sea. Young lobsters,
it Is said, have not for many years
been seen in such nmbers as sine* the
students began planting them, partly
grown, along the shores. Soon the
catch of sizable fellows will be in-
creased, unless all signs fail. Conse-
quently respect for the University's
"book learning," as applied to the
problem ,of preventing the extinction
OUR TOWN
IS THE BEST
One might think, to hear s 
pessimists talk, that our town
-war a•poor• place to live. We •
don't think so.
It's a g(1041 town--the heat in
the world in many respects.
We want to make it better.
and to do this we must linVe the
co-operation of its citizens.
A good town, as we See it, is
one where the laboring classes
receive good wages for their
work, and where everybody is
helping everybody else.
A good town is NOT a town
where employers are seeking to
get labor as cheaply as possible,
for the working man can only
put Into your town am much as he
gets on, of it. If you want to
prosper. you  t help him to
prosper FIRM', because you.
Mr, Business Men, wouldn't gel
very far along in the world with-
out his earnings.
Help yourself, your town and
your fellow-man by patronizing
ONLY HOME INDUSTRY
and only industries employing
UNION MEN eitd WOMEN, and
on whose product there appears
the UNION LABEL.




gists of the university at Provide-ace GERMS IN THE SHIN
have been pursuing during the vaca-I SCIENCE IN 
puma:Tr.
tion months college studies 
that!count as part of their regular w rk
they have also been assisting. in a
very important industrial undertak-
ing. For the past six or seven years
under the direction of Professor A. D.
e lof our valuable shell fish Is on the in- 
Mead, of the department of biology
crease. The work of the commission- at Brown' 
who has also for some
era of inland fisheries of the state of 
years been In the service of the
Rhode Island, as conducted by teach- 
Rhode Island commission of inland
era and students of Brown University, 
fisheries, a number of students who
has given hope that our descendants have attained some Prc'lleteneY in the
may also have lobsters. For the first 
natural sciences have each year
time anywhere the problem of artifi- 
served with the assistant director in
chilly raising these crustaceans, treass 
charge of. the work, Ernest W.
ured by the chef and patrons of every 
Barnes •
American hotel and restaurant, has
been successfully solved at the Wick-
Process of Rearing.
The process of rearing consists es-
ford experimental station. Of one 
sentially in getting a lot of the little
thousand little lobsters hatched under 
fellows—twenty thousand is the or-
natural conditions from the egg clus- 
dinary number—into a great square
ters borne by the female parent, only canvas ---
bee or wooden tub In which
one, it is estimated, ever reaches ma- 
the water is kept constantly in a cir-
turity. The rest, for the most part 
cular whirl by a revolving paddle.
during the first few days of their 
Food—finely ground clams, usually—
are devoured by other lobsters 
is dropped into the swirl every three
or by greedy fishes, or perish through 
or four hours, night and day. The
other causes. In the hatching bags 
new born lobsters are greedy little
of the experiment station, on the 
beggars, and they will eat each other
other hand, as many as 480 out of --
lin if they are not kept moving and
at the same time furnished plenti-
LOMS have been brought, at very
small expense per thousand lobsters, 
fully with other food. Even in the
best regulated breeding bag more or
up to a size at which they can be let
loose with good chances that many of
them will attain the inches prescribed
by law for the fishermen.
Lobster eartn.
Even more remarkable revulahan
this, it is the opinion of experts, may
vet be shown by individuals who are of the bay. All winter long the fe-
willing to lock up capital in a crop male crustacean bears, exposed on the
that matures very slowly, but which, under part of her body, great clusters
if successful, would yield large re- of eggs—from 3,000 to 100,0140 in
turns. The lobster farm is a possi- number, according to her size. In
Witty of the near future—a marine June and July these hatch out.
plantation among the wave washed Throughout the spring months the
rocks where the popular shell fish experiment station at Wickford offers
will be continually under the super- a premium for good-sized lobsters
vision Ot the swner from the summer berrry." as the technical term is,
days in which they are hatched as,The offerings are usually sufficient
feeble, floating wigglers until five or for the purpose in band.
Six years later they are big enough' Experts can tell by the look of.the
for "Newburg" or "broiled live... lobster's eggs when they are ready to
There are those who foresee a long hatch. Into one of the rectangular
line of lobster holdings on the Atlans canvas bags, with the water still, are
tic coast from Labrador to the Dela-I plunged a score
ware Breakwater. New England can maleswhose broods are just about to
not vie with the fertile west in raising break through the shells of the eggs.
corn and wheat; but neither can the Soon the water is alive with a cloud
west compete with the seaboard in of tiny larvae, mostly all stomach and
11"(ineing "ste7; • • • leyes and antennae. As won as the.
Experts, at all events, from abroad, number is estimated to be about 20,-
where the danger of losing the lob-;titela the mother Tankers are retneved
,
ster altogether is also imminent, have!and the great paddle, set somewhat
visited the Rhode Island experiment 'like the fan that 41008 flies in a ree
station and been impressed with its taurant, and actuated by the engines
work, The United States hatchery at
Boothbay Harbor in Maine, which
has heretofore simply attended to
hatching the eggs and letting loose
the young lobsters in the first stage
of their growth, is reported to be
[about to adopt the plan of rearing
that has been found successful at
Wickford. So set a cloud of the
larvae free in the ocean has been
found to be mainly an excellent
means of feeding other fish.








less cannibalism occurs, but not
enough of it to prevent a goodly pro-
portion of the lobsters surviving to
the age proper for liberation.
The supply of larvae comes, of
course, from full grown egg lobsters,
taken by fishermen from the waters
on the house boat., begins to rotate.'
From then on until they have,
reached what the naturalists call "the
fourth stage" the youthful lobsters
are literally in the swim. Day and
night the paddle keeps the waters
stirring, enough coming through the
sides of the bag so that it is always
fresh and pure.
The Development.
Each stage of the lobster's early
development has its technical pecu-
liarities. The main point is that the
little creatures molt frequently until,
anywhere from ten to sixteen days
after birth, they have passed the
period in whic hthey swim helplessly
about in the water seeking whom to
:devour or by whom to be devoured,
'and have reached the age in which
they begin to hide from their foes by
burrowing under rocks or roots. Ar-
rived at the fourth stage they are so
far able to take care of themselves
that it is the custom of the Wickford
station to release them then, though
•as a demonstration they have on sev-
eral occasions been carried several
stages further. In order to add to
the effectiveness of the system the
  young lobsters, when introduced from
  artificial to natural conditions, are
not simply dumped overboard, thus
to attract a school of voracious fish.
The yare taken by the assistant scien-
tists from the university and are de-
posited. a few at a time, among the
roots of sedge gram or along a pebbly
beach.
The mothers, too, are allowed to go
after the eggs are all hatched, but
not without taking a souvenir from
the station. To the back of each is
attached a copper tag bearing a num-
ber and the words "Return to Rhode l 
Island Sish Comfhission." Such a
practice has not arisen from boyish
prank-playing. Many of the tags erg,
returned by fishermen and data are
thus gathered as to the distances
which full-grown• lobsters migrate.
the time that elapses between the end
of the egg hatching and the next
casting of the shell, and similar ob-
jects of quest.
We have made ample preparation to meet an. enormous de-
mand for this article, as it is sure to prove the most. popular
glass novelty ever plowed on the market. •
S3v4Ata__PrIv-al PrbaLty "Op Each_
NOAH'S ARK, 319 Broadway
Eczema Sufferers Will Be Interested
In a Pamphlet osi Diet, Exercbses,
Etc., Which May Be Had Free..
at It. W. Walker & Com-
pany's Drug Store.
The eczema germ is a curious para-
site. Scientists accustomed to the
daily use of the microscope find dif-
ficulty in detecting it.
The germ Hves only in the skin,
and multiplies where the skin is weak
and susceptible. It feeds on the oily
substances, developing at the rate of
thousands and tens of thousands dai-
ly. Nature combats them, but if the
skin is weak the germs must be de-
stroyed by an external remedy.
Oil of wintergreen properly mixed
with other soothing ingredients is
the be remedy yet found for all
kinds of skin trouble. But oil of win-
tergreen alone will not suffice, and it
is only when properly combined—as
in D. D. D. Prescription—that we
get a liquid that really cures while
instantly relieving the itch.
"I wish to thank the wonderful
cure that the D. D. D. Prescription
did for my baby boy that had ecze-
ma," says Mrs. A. L. Workman, of
No. 3, Wights Add., Trinidad, Col.
"We bought only one bottle after us-
ing the trial bottle and. he has been
cured for three months or more and
no symptoms of it coming back."
D. D. D. Prescription is a mild
soothing liquid made for a number
of years by-a Chicago company. It is
no ordinary patent medicine and we
thoroughly levestigated the merits of
the remedy before recommending it
to people in our own town.
R. W. WALKER & CO., Druggists.
Call at our store and we shall be i
glad to show you a bottle of the
remedy, and no matter whether you
buy the remedy. we will be glad to
give you a pamphlet free of charge,
this pamphlet telling about the diet,
exercise, clothing and other treat-
ment required for skin sufferers.
GEORGE W.-BANKS
WILL SPEND A BUSY WEEK
The Rev. tteorge re. Banks. pastor
of the Trimble street church, left this
morning for Decatnrville, Tenn.,
where he will attend the conference
of the Lexington district. Tomorrow
Morning Dr. Banks will deliver an ad-
dress at the eonference. He will ad-
dress the Masons at a special ser
to be held at Center. Tenn., and his
subject will be "The Rise and Pro-
gress of Masonry." On Sunday Dr
Banks will preach at Mt. Carmel,
Ten,ri., and his pulpit here will be
filled in the morning by the Rev. R.
H. Fields, and in the evening by the
Rev. W. Moore will preach. Dr.







"She has a wonderful memory for
fares."
"Yes; she artnally recognises all the
men she was engaged to last summer."
Philade/phia Press.
Abu fitioda• ledvah--"You
ought to have Mr. Huggins' ringing
,apeech last night.•' May --"Why, I
'wasn't aware that he could make a
speech. but I can whew yttu the ring.
;—Loadoa Ttt4rtta.
Nurse (19 fond mother of celebrated
musical prodigy I- Please, mum, is Mae-
ter Willy to 'live 'is morning sleep er
rre on el.- 'is sixteenth symph,,
Pick-Me-Up.
Piseatoes l'erennial Pleasure,
Another instance: "And you
proud of the dragon as your nationa
emblem?" said the Orientalist. "Im-
mensely proud of it," answered the
learned ('hinaman. "It shows that,
as in everything else, our country
was centuries ahead of the rest of the
world in nature faking."—Washing-
ton Star.
4_4:9Jp,
III • • 114
00
Have you taken ad-






cz, r A LJ.VILD 455
Semi-Annual
Clearance Sale
$10 Suite now...,.. 8.00
CIS Snits now ...... 12.00
$20 Snits now—. 1 6.00
$30 Suits now   24. 0 0
1185 Suits Do% . 28.00
LIGHT ING BOLT
KILLS ESTIMABLE YOUNG MAN
IN THE OAKS SECTION,
Father and Four Sons Baling Hay
When Stroke Conies—Stuus
the Others.
Guy Lawrence, 18 years old, son
of W. A. Lawrence of the Oaks sec-
tion of the county, was killed by
lightning yesterday evening, while
working on the farm of John Herzog,
a mile from his home. The bolt
struck the lad in the neck and seared
his body to his toes, killing him In-
atantly.
Mr. Lawrence iiitn Ins four sons
had been baling hay on the Herzog
place and when the casualty occur-
red, Guy Lawrence had just driven
up a team of mules, hitched to a
wagon, to take the party home.
The mules were killed and the rest
of the party stunned, when the
young man fell headlong from the
wagon dead.
Samuel Given was near by meas-
uring timber, and assisted in re-
storing the others and carrying the
body of the unfortunate young man
to his home.
The Lawrences are a highly re-
spected family in that community.
The burial took place this morning
at 10:30 o'clock at the Symsonia
cemetery.
The Telephone Ear.
Young women who earn their liv-
ing as telephone operators may be in-
terested in the results of Dr. N. R.
Blegvad's investigationss of the ears
of 418 women telephone operators in
the employ of the telephone-company'
at Copenhagen, Denmark. The same
telephone instruments are ;wed there
that are used in New York. Each
operator attends to from fie to 120
subscribers. The average calls are
125 an hour, inareasing a? times to
200.
The results of the investigation
may be given as follows: I. Of the
418 girls examined 47 showed pro-
nounced pathological changes of the
ear drum, leaving 371 with a normal
membrane. Of these 26.4 per cent
showed a retraction of the membrane
of the ear used for the receiver. 2.
The work does not produce a diminu-
tion of the faculty of hearing in
healthy organs, neither is this sense
increased, but the ear becomes accus-
tomed to its duty and can thus accom-
modate itself to the conversation.
The lower sound limit is higher
than in the normal ear, excluding
therefore the deepest sounds, while
nothing can be stated about the
higher sound limit. 3. It could not
be dernonstrateed that the work -had
a bad influence upon disease of the
ear. But it was found that sudden
noises, including that of thunder,
could induce a recurrence of a
chronic malady or produce a new dis-
ease. 4. On the other hand, it was
to nd that the work gave rise in ner-
your girls to headaches. Thus it
would appear that the occupation of
telephone operators is about as health
ml and suitable for young women in
good health as any other.—Brooklyn
Tagle.
FLY WHEEL BREAKS.
Joliet, Ill., July '1.---A twenty ton
y wheel in the plant of the American
Can company bust today. Ctiarlee;
H. Rowena, an oiler, was killer, and
John Orlanvitch, a laborer, was badly
injured Several thousand dollars
damage was done to the building and
machinery.
H(Yr1EL ARRIVALS.
• Palmer---J. C. Monteith Louisville
C. A. Peters, Memphis; A. F. Thom-
wald, Cincinnati; J. "a•Penrich, Dy-
ersburg. Tenn,; S. E. Daniels, Phil-
adelphia: J. H. Coleman, Murray;
M. 1). Robbins, St. Louis; W. W. But-
lor Toledo, 0., J. F. Beaty, Nash-
ville; Cono Linn, Murray; J. B.
!Stover Bristol. Va.; W. E. Poems.
Chicago; S. J. Crutcher, Warsaw; W.
C. Martin, •Madisoovele.
Belvedere—J. A. Anderson, St.
Louie; W. 0, Wardlaw, Nashville; H
C. Miller, Cineillasati; A. R. Robert-
eon, Nashville; A. G. Kennel, St
Louie: J. B. Fanning, New York; J.
D. Wood, Central City; C. W. Hoth-
off, Cincinnati.
New Richmond—C. E. Smith,
Union City, Tenn.; C. M. Schofield,
Marton, Ind.; B. E: Russell, India-
napolis; G. P. Cartwright, Chicago.
W. F. Leak, Henderson; W. B. Wel-
dom, Ford's Ferry; C. E. Foster,
Hampton; F. A. Jones, Grand Rivers;
NV, W. Sanders, Golconda, Ill.; A. D.
sander, Calvert City; B. E. Finley,
Anniston, Mo
The Greater Love.
I do not ask that you may come to me
With outstretched hands and words
that may be sweet
When I am lonely In adversity
And bear the aching bruises of de-
feat.
When sorrow COMPS to crush you in
her spite,












OUR 39c Sale Friday two weeksago proved such a hummer
we have decided to give you another
this Friday.
Now if you- were not at the-one
we had two weeks ago you don't
know what you missed. But all we
can say is don't miss this one.
Remember, every article is
taken from regular stock and you
save from 11c to 61c on every article.
HERE ARE A FEW
DAMASK
3 pieces of Table Damask from regular stock, two
pieces Bleached Mercerized and one piece Ltnen
Cream Bleach, 50c value,
TOWELS
39c
2 pair (4 towels) good heavy Bath Towels well
worth 25c pair, will be sold Friday 39c2 pair for. 




1 piece 36 inch Pongee Dress Linen. This is a
good grade of all linen suiting, suitable for dresses
and children's clothes, 50c value
for 390
LINEN SCARFS
1 lot of all linen hand drawn Wash Stand Scarfs,
a good quality for 50c,
Friday 390
LADIES' VESTS
1 lot of Lisle Vest, with draw string, both neck
and sleeves, a regular 10c straight, to 39cbe sold Friday 5 for
1 lot of Silk Vest for ladies, in pink and blue,
with wide lace trimming the same
color, a 75c grade, to be sold at........
HOSIERY
1 lot of 50c Lisle Thread Lace Hose, Ono,
pretty patterns, black only; Friday......—QPIWU
SHIRT WAISTS
10 dozen White Lawn Shirt Waists, well made and
nicely trimmed with lace and embroidery; cheapest
waist in the lot 50 cents, 39cFriday
DRAWERS
1 lot of Muslin Drawers, hemstitched and tucked,
well made and full; a splendid 50c
value, 39c
CRASH
4 yards of all pure linen Towel Crash, a
value, Friday 4 yards 39c
Gents' Purnishings
8 all linen Collars, Friday
MATTING
39c
3 pieces Fibre Mattings in red, green and tan
eolorings, value 50c, Friday
C
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
39c,FRIDAY_SALE 39c
•
;
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